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Long-range planning considered

City school board lists major goals
Supervisor Doralyn Lanier.
BY KATIE CARPENTER
At a retreat held earlier this Reports from various admonth to consider long-range
ministrative staff, including the
planning for the school system, principals of the three schools in
the Murray Board of Education the system, were heard
established improved instruc- throughout the day.
tion as its primary goal for the
The goals established by the
Board during the retreat and
1985-86 school year.
Participating in the full-day subsequently summarized in a
discussion session on August 10 written report by Board Chairwere the five members of the
man Doris Cella, Robert JefBoard af.Education-for-tha-Mur--and_ Dorabjua. Lani4ir wets'
ray Independent School formally approved by the board.
District: Doris Cella, Tommy
The report listed five objecRushing, Richard Crouch, John
tives under the goal of improved
Weatherly, and Mike Baker.
instruction: maintaining a tow
Also attending were Murray
pupii-teacher ratio, expanding
Schools Superintendent Robert
the school volunteer'program.
Glin Jeffrey and Instructional
implementing a- positive

discipline plan, improving articulation of the curriculum, and
developing ways of closing the
gap between anticipated and obtained test scores at all ability
levels.
The pupil-teacher ratio in the
Murray Schools is currently
17.5:1, among the lowest in the
state, according to Superintendent Jeffrey, this figure is based
oirfutl-thne classroom te-W.Chers,
including support teachers (e.g.,
special teachers, librarians),
but not including counselors,
principals, or aides. At the
elementary schools, the regular
classrooms average 23 students,
Instructional supervisor

SINGING HIS SONG - Murray State receiver Lee McCormick
led his teammates to a 35-21 victory over South Carolina State
College, Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. The hot-handed McCormick accounted for two of the Racer touchdowns. For game
details and photos, see Page 8,of today's sports section.

Tickets for benefit Farm Aid
concert sold mg, reports say

WASHINGTON AP - Nearly half the states have looked to
tobacco this year as a source of
more money, and many are
ready to step in with their own
new tax if Congress allows an
8-c2pt-a-pack federal levy to exphVat the end of this month.

CHAMPAIGN.
AP
Tickets for the hottest concert in the
Midwest are sold out, d organizers for Farm-Aid say they will
now turn their attention to raising money to assist struggling
farmers through donations.
The 12-hour Sept. 22 concert will feature some of the nation's
biggest talents, including Willie Nelson, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel.
The Beach Boys. Joni Mitchell and Daryl Hall and John Oates.
The show. inspired by the highly successful Live Aid concert
that raised millions for the hungry in Africa, will be held at the
Universtiy of Illinois football stadium. Its organizers say they
hope their efforts will draw attention to the plight of America's
farmers.
Spokesmen for Ticketmaster and the Assembly Hall in Champaign. which were in charge of selling about 75.000 tickets, said
Sunday that they sold out late Saturday. .
Tom Parkinson. Assembly Hall director, said they had just
enough tickets left at $17.50 each to keep on selling until closing
time. "We barely squeaked by 6 o'clock." he said.
The Assembly Hall sold 30,500 tickets out of a total number of
75,000. Parkinson said. Ticketmaster was in charge of selling the
rest, he said

It. the Associated Prose
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Twenty-four states this year
enacted some -type of -tax on
- cigarettes, according to a
survey by the National Conference of State Legislatures.
Of those states, 16 passed laws
raising their tax by 8 cents a
pack contingent upon the federal
rate dropping from 16 cents to 8
cents Oct. 1. as scheduled in current law.

Cars for
keeping

PENSACOLA. Fbi. - Hurricane Elena. after being stalled at
Sea for two days. churned up 125 mph winds. Forecasters said the
storm was picking up speed and heading toward the New Orleans
area.
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa - The government has announced a four-month freeie on repayment of nearly-all foreign
debts and new exchange controls to halt a crash of the national
currency: About 60,000 black miners at seven mines threaten to
strike, but remain on the job at most of the mines.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - Discovery's astronauts, triumphant in their salvage of an $85 million satellite, will pack up to
come home with a pre-dawn landing scheduled for Tuesday at
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.
LOS ANGELES - The arrest of a man suspected of 16 slayings
as the "Night Stalker" relieved the fears of many California
residents, but others said they they weren't letting down their
guard yet. "I'm still going to keep the floodlights on," said one.
SANTA BARBARA. Calif. - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
has accused the United StMes of a "scenario of pressure" leading
up to his summit talks in November with President Reagan,
while the State Department says it has no illusions that the talks
will be easy and is prepared to speak as frankly as Gorbachev
does. •
. SA N T.A BARBARA, Calif. - With his three-week California
vacation at an end and his convalescence from cancer surgery in
its final stages. President Reagan is resuming the campaign for
his plan for "building opportunity" by overhauling the federal
tax code.

SUNNY

(Cont'd on page?)

States eyeing
possible taxes
on cigarettes
for the coffers

Pbc4o by awls !Ames

Elsewhere...

Doralyn Lanier explained that
"articulation of the curriculum"
refers to the process of connecting study from subject to subject, grade to grade. and school
to school, so that the students
learn in an organized. hierarchial fashion. This process has
begun and has been described
for parents, teachers, and
students in a series of "scope
and sequence booklets on individual curriculum areas initiated two years ago.
Closing the gap between anticipated and obtained test
scores:' is one way Superinten-

Members of the Twin Lakes
Region of the Antique
Automobile Clubs of
America are in town this
weekend for the 9th annual
Car Show and Fun Auction.
held on the Howard Brandon
farm south of Murray. The
auctions took place in the
big-top tent pictured above.
At left, tables at the flea
market await inspection.
Below. Frankfort auto enthusiast John Cosby. videotaped the activities for the
winter months. "This way, I
can still go to the car shows
when the snow is blowing
outside," Cosby said.
Staff photos b

Its.id Tuck

That's an iffy prospect,
however, as there are proposals
pending when Congress returns
this week to make the current
16-cents per pack tax permanent
and others to raise it to as much
as 32 cents.
"It's a longshot" for the states
to be able to levy the contingency taxes on Oct. 1. said Steven
Gold, director of fiscal . affairs
for the, state legislatures
organization in Denver. "It's
conceivable, but it's not likely."
"Some states have even
balanced their budgets with that
money (estimated revenues
from the contingency taxi." he
added. -That's a rather uncertain revenue to count on."
Some states enacted both a
-contingent tax on cigarettes and
another unconditional cigarette
tax increase. One. Florida, passed a contingent tax increase and
also instituted a 25 percent
wholesale tax on smokeless
tobacco products, such as chewing tobacco and snuff.
Congress doubled the federal
tax to 16 cents as part of the
package of tax increases
enacted in 1982. The increase
was temporary, to expire Oct. 1,
1985. though it was widely considered likely that Congress
would later extend or make permanent the higher levy.
States are eager to step in if
the federal lax is lowered
because cigarette taxes amount
to a lot of money and have been
a traditional place for states to
turn for revenue. Florida, for ex(Cont'd on page?)

Partly cloudy tonight with a
low in the lower 70s and
southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Mostly cloudy Tuesday
with a 40 percent chance of
thunderstorms and a high
around 90. Southerly winds 10
to 20 mph.

Uranium unaccounted for at DOE plants

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP sion Plant and 325 pounds at a . DOE's ,"Semiannual Repoit on
the Oak Ridge plant, which is beErrors in paperwork likely are
iiniiar plant. in paducah. Ky., Strategic Special Nuclear . in shut down in a cost-cutting
to blame folknearly 400 pounds of
The KooxVille- News-Sentinel
Material. Inventory Dif- - program.' probably is due
to
(Windup' unat uutulteltftfrattirM reported-Skttunciar-r---------*-----IoniatoesoW-The-siectsinlint-covers---tnielititetr-Itt7esternirttitr'l
,
lYl!"
Extended Forecast
U.S. Department of •lit:.nergy
"We feel comfortable that it
the period.between October 1983
amount,of uranium gases inside
•
The extended forecast calls
plants in Tennessee and Kenwasn't stolen." .Bob Harris. ofr and March 1984..
—
• pipes used in the gaseous diffufor partly cloudy skies Montucky, officials say. •
DOE:s Nuclear Materials Con*.*Inventory diffin•ences'are exsion process.
day and Tuesday with a
'An Energy Department docu-trot Ditis.ion. told the
pected in nuclear material proSometimes the urUnIum Inside
chance of thunderstorms
ment said the federal
newepaiier.
cessing and are not
did
the pipes crystallizes if exposed
evidence
Wednesday. Highs will be in •
not knek-7- whatlifficit...11.2..A.i_r_t_TKre..A.-_-.1rot.tig.t73-r---gtOigtitPlikttrYtiC7
'
-7The
__the BOiand lmiri in Eheabs.
-7abour70 -pout
-i& of uranium at 'during an inventory, the
report said.
.
the Oak Ridge Gaseous "Difftinewspaper said, quoting from
Harris said the tliscrepancy at • Kbnt'd on page 2)
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Goals...
(Cont'd from page 1)
dent Robert Glin Jettrey
believes "we can make a good
school system even better."
Murray has consistently ranked among the top schools in the
state in achievement test scores.
This year, Murray's ranking of
fourth place was based upon
scores obtained from a combination of the new KEST (Kentucky
Essential Skills Test) and the
national CMS (Comprehensive
Test of Basic Sills Students in
grades 3, 5, 7, and 10 also
undergo the , TCS, or Test of
Cognitive Skills, which attempts
to measure their aptitude rather
than their performance. The •
TCS is used to compile "anticipated scores for achievement testing"--in other words, to
suggest what the students are
capable of doing.
Board member Richard
Crouch pointed out that achievement test scores reflect socalled "lower thinking skills,"
such as rote memorization and
retention, and not the higher
,level thinking skills of analysis
and synthesis..
All schools systems in the
state have reported lower obtained scores than anticipated
scores. The Murray System
would like to focus its energies
on bringing the two closer
together. "This is the one way,"
said Mrs. Lanier, "we can find
out whether we're helping
students to develop to their
A second goal eitablished by
the school board during its
August retreat was to establish
a comprehensive plan for -communications between the school

• .

L ranium...
(Cont'd from page I)
measurements CA . inventories
not accounting for that trapped'
in the pipes. Harris said.
In addition, he said, the
discrepancies may be due to
rounding off figures and converting U.S. measurements into
metric units.
In June. the Energy Department reported that 51 million
pounds of uranium have .been
buried or otherwise released into the atmosphere. from its. Oak_
Ridge Y-12 plant, whe.re nuclear
weapons components are made.
.Another 20 million pounds was
released from its gaseous diff u Sion plants in Paducah and
Piketon. Ohio, since the 1940s.
the department said.

MOS DA , SEPTEMBER 2,1985

and the community. In explaining the board's position in community relations, board
chairperson Doris Cella said
that "we regard effective corpmunication between home and
school as part of the process of
educating children. Only if we
keep parents and the community informed about what students
are doing in school can we expect their participation in and
support for education."
In the coming school year the
school system will expand, its
formal public information
program.
There will alsObe a calfled
effort to develop in the Murray
schools a school business partnership similar to those currently in operation in other school
systems in the state.
As its third goal. the -board
plans to explore ways in which.
_
the Murray schools can work to
benefit the community.
Superintendent Jeffrey said that
the system would like to involve
students in innovative community service projects. He noted the
possibility of vocational school
students participating in the
restoration of an old house in
downtown Murray.
"A project such as this," he
said, "would serve a three-fold
purpose. It would provide a service to the community, train
students in skills which will be
useful to the community after
they graduate, and possibly provide funds for the support of the
Murray Schools."
In
Doralvn Lanier said that the
Murray School System will expand its summer enrichment
and remediation programs, offering courses in response -to
students' interests and needs.
There also may be morecourses
designed for the adult out-ofschool population, such as the
computer workshops the system
has offered for the past two
years.
The Murray Schools will also
consider other ways in which
sctfciol facilities and fesources
can-) be...Made available to the
community.
The fourth goal established by
the board is to encourage continued professional growth
among system teachers by initiating a more formally structured Staff development plan.
The new plan is expected to be
formulated on a three year basis
and will emphasize "teaching
techniques for effective
schools." according to Lanier.
The school system has also
begun to investigate the
possibility of partiCipat -g in a
merit or master teacher plan.
To meet its fifth goal of conti-

nuing to improve fiscal management, the board plans "to identify the cost of instructional programs on a per-student basis
and to justify those expenses
which exceed a fair share
average," according to Lanier.
"All children deserve the
same opportunities to learn
although they do,not necessarily
participate in the same programs," said Lanier. "We want
to make sure we are dividing our
resoueres appropriately and
.fairly amongst our three schools
and for our various ability levels
of our students."
The board regards the formation of an edueation foundation
for the Murray schools as
another way in which to improve
fiscal management for the
system. Through the independent foundation, due to become
a reality in Janliaery .11186,, the
school sysIttin can accept donations for specific purposes.
The final goal the board hopes
to achieve in 1985-86 is fo
"provide an inviting environment for learning so that each
student has the opportunity - to
develop his potential.
Among the various strategies
for achieving an inviting environment is the promotion of
positive health habits in the curriculum of grades K-12, with the
possibility of a "No Smoking"
rule imposed at Murray High
School.
The Murray Schools will also
examine various methods for
improving attendance; the
)th dee& (on a scale of 1-10.
with 10 indicating the most
desirable rate l in a.comparison
3f student attendance in all Kentucky school districts. An incentive/reward system for attendance_ might- be initiated.
As part of its process of determining if the Murray Schools
are currently meeting the needs
of the students, the Board . has
decided to follow the progress of
some students after they leave
high school. "We know that 80
percent of Murray High students
attend college." explained Mrs.
Lanier, "but we- don't know if
they finish, or if they succeed in
finding their own niche in the
adult world."
She said that the experiences
and the opinions of former
graduates, as well as drop-out or
transfer students, can help the
Murray School System evaluate
its curriculum. "We're asking
ourselves two questions." "Are we offering our
s-heaid.
students the skills they need to
survive in the real world? Are
we -succeeding in our goal- of
making them successful, contributing members of society?"

When 3rou need a loan,
we've got the answer...
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LBL festival
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AK. Phillips.
Shawneetown, Ill.,
dlmonstrated his oldfashioned methods of chairmaking to passersby at the
LBL Labor Day Arts and
Crafts Festival at the Fenton
activity area on Saturday;
-By mid-day, a shopper
took respite from crowded
walkways,the sun and smoky
fires by resting along a bridge
under a welcoming shade
tree. -
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Possible rivals say Brown's interest
in governor s race not surprising
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP
—
Several potential rivals for the
governor's chair say the word
that its former occupant, John
Y. Brown Jr., will run again is
not unexpected.
However, some were surprised at the timing of the early announcement, which an aide to
Brown's wife said would come
Tuesday.
Phyllis George Brown resigned Friday as co-anchor of the
"CBS Morning News" to rearrange • her priorities: a CBS
statement said. She called her
resignation "a personal as well
as a professional decision."
Her Hollywood agent, Ed
Hookstratten. said she might
tackle other less timeconsuming jobs for the network
but that she wanted to return to
,Kentucky to devote her energies
to her husband's re-election
campaign.
Her assistant. Connie Kelly,
has said-Brown would announce
his candidacy Tuesday. Neither
Brown,51, nor his wife, 35, have
confirmed that he's entering the
race. Telephone calls from
reporters to their Cave Hill mansion in Lexington went unreturned throughout the weekend.
"I've heard rumors for weeks
now that Phyllis would be leaving CBS and that she would
come back to Kentucky to help

her husband run," saipBrown's
gubernatorial predecessor,
Julian Carroll.
Carroll, who has been testing
the waters for another try -for
the office, said Saturday that he
had "no plans to make any comment on Kentucky politics for
some time. It would be
inappropriate."
Attorney General David Armstrong said his consideration of
a possible gubernatorial bid
would be unaffected by Brown's
plans.
"I've had the suspicion all
along that he would run again,"
Armstrong said. "I wish that I
could run again for re-election
as attorney general. But I can't.
sotve been looking at other offices and the governor's is one."
The attorney general in the
Brown administration is now the
lieutenant governor, who has his
eye on the Governor's Mansion,
Steve Beshear said Friday that
he had no. comment about
Brown.
Another former member of
the Brown camp. Dr. Grady
Stumbo, was unavailable for
comment Saturday, but a
longtime friend said that
Brown's decision "would not
keep Grady from running."
Stumbo was Brown's Human
Resources Cabinet secretary.
The Knott County physician had

received his fellow Democrat's
backing during his unsuccessful
bid for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination in 1982.
"Sure, it would affect some
plans," Stumbo's associate,
state Sen. Benny Ray Bailey,
said. "It has to anytime you
have a candidate of Brown's
stature and money. But I don't
think Grady would alter his
plans if Brown got in."
Lexington businessman
Wallace WilkinsOn, who has set
up a fund-rafting committee for
a gubernatorial bid, wasunavailable for comment
Saturday.
Besides the Democrats, two
Republicans mentioned as possible contenders to succeed
Democratic Gov. Martha Layne
Collins said they are surprised
only by the timing, not the intent, of Brown's actions.
"I have expected all along for
John Y. to run, but I am surprised a bit at this early word," said
Lexington attorney Larry
Forgy."Regardless, it has no effect at all on my plans. I can't
think Of anything major he accomplished in his
administration."
Forgy said he is "giving
serious thought to running for
• governor and should have
something to annouce before
long, certainly by the end of this
year."

has one of the largest cigarette
October 1, there's nothing thai
taxes at 25 cents a pack, passed , automatically makes them go
an 8-cent contingent increase,
back down, in most cases," Gold
said. "In that case, the cigarette
Tucker said the .legislature
(Cont'd from page I)
industry would get hit both
hasn't appropriated the expected money.
$ 6 million , ways."
- Ample, estimates the additional
he w
a year, but thatabout
8 cents a pack would bring in $75
it used
The National Conference of
for education.
million a year.
State Legislatures . said these
"It's one of our major revenue
According to Congresssional
states passed increases, conproducers, among our top five," tingent upon the lower federal
Budget Office ligures, the
he said of the cigarette tax.
federal tax of 16 cents a pack Is
tax: Arizona. Connecticut,
In Congress, the House Ways
estimated to bring in $4.7 billion
Florida, Maryland, Minnesota,
and Means Committee has voted
in -fiscal 1985, which ends Sept.
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
to make permanent the higher
30. The CHO ,estimates that
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampfederal tax as part of a deficitcigarette tax revenues would
shire, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
drop to $2.5 billion in 1986 if-the . reduction package. The Senate Rhode Island, Utah and
Finance Committee conducts
federal tax returns to 8 cents a
Wisconsin.
hearings on the cigarette tax
• pack.
_States raising cigarette taxes
Sept. 10, and it also has pro-j
Speaker John • Tucker of the
posals backed by health groups outright or extending temporary
New Hampshire state House. a
taxes this year, according to the
to double the tax again.
Republican, says tobacco excise
group, were: Alaska, Colorado,
One possibility, said congrestaxes are a source that states
Iowa, - Kansas, New York,
sional aides who spoke only on
need more than ever now
condition they not be identified, - Oregon and South Dakota. Ver.
because of federal budget cuts.
-“•fes-clui-feelin* that-with the,..la-that.CaagsasclOgliiipatakehthis, —moataxtaadect_its,generat.sales
tax to cover tobacco products.
I6-cent tax, permanent but not
loss of federal revenue-sharing
act until After Oct. 1, when it
Four states, Minnesota,
programs forthe states.-with the
Mississippi, Nevada and Rhode
.would drop to 8 cents?
. cutbacks that have occurred to
Island, are raising taxes
Should that happen, states
states .,. II'S -appcopri,ate that
with Contingent tax law, inky_ _ outright in addition to having__
Congress allow khe:states to cap-find-tlfeinselveir wittr-botir-hoc---enaeted a
-grivi.
-turaingt muney.,increases.
on expiration of the federal tax
• New Hampshire. which has no
they
—Once
(state
of 16 cents a pack on Oct. 1.
up
taxes)
go
sales
already
tax
and
or
income
.

No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
,
well go out of our way to make money available
for you. !Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan. we've got the answer.
YES.
qualified applicants unK
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PERSPECTIVE

In principle, federal construction standards fOr housing should be abolished to reduce costs and to encourage
innovation, as the Federal
Housing AdiOinistration proposes. In practice, merely
eliminating the standards
could jeopardize public health
and safety and cause chaos in
the building industry. Congress should allow the FHA to
eliminate its standards, but
should strongly encourage
states to adopt life-safety
codes as replacements.
The FHA standards apply to
homes built with federal subsidies or with loans guaranteed by the FHA, the Veterans
Administration and the Farmers. _Home- Administration.
Most building codes confine
themselves to technical requirements that affect health
and safety — requirements
that some consumers cannot
adequately understand. But
the FHA regulations also set
numerous aesthetic standards
(such as on house colors, room
size and configuration, etc.)
that are arbitrary, unnecessary and add to housing costs.
Over the years the FHA standards also have taken on a
thick layer of bureaucratic rigidity and detail that stifle
home-building innovation and
creativity.
In place of its own standards, the FHA proposes to
defer to local building 'codes
where they exist. In areas not
covered by a local code, the
agency would require that
homes built under a federal
loan guarantee comply with a
model life-safety code, such as
that developed by the Council
of Americqin Building Officials.

by mike royko

OK,judge, open wide

While the existing FHA
standards may have shortcomings, relying on local
I'm not sure why, but some of
codes would make matters us are more squeamish than
worse. Many local codes are others.
At any of the popular blood.
outdated, irregularly enforced
spurting movies, some people
and incapable'of protecting relish the gore
while others
health and safety. By virtue of scream or cover their faces.
their influence through FHA,
It's the same at a car crash.
FmHA and VA loan guaran- Some people will stand and imtees, the federal standards passively stare at the mangled
Others will cringe and
have provided consumers with victims.
walk away.
..
important protection- against
I suppose this difference in the
such inadequacies. Repealing horror-thresholds of people is
the federal requirements the explanation for a recent
would eliminate that protec- court decision that created a stir
tion — and would put federal in Nebraska.
The case
to do with a
agencies at risk of insuring creep namedhad
Robert Hunt Jr.,
mortgages on substandard who is given to having bizarre
housing. Moreover, local codes sexual fantasies.
Hunt- happened to see the picpose a larger impediment to
ture of an attractive,woman in a
housing innovation than the .
-nev.Espaper-with-a-stery-announFHA standards. Codes vary cing her coming marriage
.
widely and are often used to
The woman, a stranger to
protect existing businesses him, inspired a fantasy. And he
from competition by new decided to carry it to reality.
He tracked her down and
firms, new methods and new
stalked her until one day he
materials. knews-lie was alone in her home.
The solution lies neither
with local codes nor with FHA
standards, but with statewide
adoption of model codes like,
that of the Council of American Building Officials. The
model codes are regularly updated, allow adaptation to
local conditions and encourage innovation. If Congress

Then he got into he house and
overpowered- her.
She pleaded for her life, but he
stuffed pieces of clothing into
her mouth and down her throat,

wrapped a nylon stocking
4-3 decision, decided that this
around her throat and choked
murder didn't measure up to
her until she was unconscious.
those standards.
After raping her, he found that
For one thing, the, victim
she had a faint pulse. So he draghadn't really suffered enough.
ged her into a bathroom, ran
For another, the 'murderer
some water into the tub, and
wasn't really out to make, her
shoved her head under until she
suffer. His main objective was
was dead.
to gratily a -sexualrge.
He was later arrested, conThe majority said: "The
victed, and sentenced to die in
evidence establishes that the
the electric chair. Most people
victim was rendered unfound nothing in the sentence to
conscious within a short time of
argue about, except that maybe
defendant's intrusion into her
the chair was too gentle a vehihome. It therefore cannot be
cle for his last ride.
said that the murder was of the
But recently the Nebraska
nature described (in the state
Supreme Court vacated the
law
death sentence and ordered a
The justices, as courtesy relower court to re-sentence him.
quires they be called, went on to
In other words, to spare his life.
say: It wasn't that the Supreme
"To be sure, forcing items into
Court didn't believe he committhe victim's throat and
ted the murder. He did it all
strangulation itself were cruel,
right.
but not 'especialT7 so.' for any
The thing is, Nebraska law
forcible killing entails some
tries to be specific about which
violence toward the victim.
murderers should or shouldn't
"There is no evidence the acts
be executed.
were performed for the satisfacAnd the state law says that the_, tion of inflicting either mental or
murder must be "especially
physical pain or that pain exheinous, atrocious, cruel." Or
isted for any prolonged period of
that it show "exceptional
time."
depravity by ordinary standards
See what I mean about some
of morality and intelligence."
• of us-- being More. or less
The state Supreme Court, in a
squeamish than others?

permits the FHA standards to
be phased out, it should also
prohibit local guarantees or
housing subsidies in states
that do not adopt and enforce
one of the model codes. Given
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Maybe I'm a sissy. but I think
that going into a woman's home,
stuffing clothing down her
throat, strangling her, raping
her, and drowning her in a
bathtub is pretty heinous.
atrocious, cruel and depraved.
True, he didn't chop her up, as
some killers do, but maybe the
guy was on a tight schedule
It might be true, as the
justices said, that the woman
blacked out "within a short
time" of the creep's
appearance.
But that's another difference
in the way people look at things:
the passage of time.
An hour under a dentist's drill
seems like an eternity. Two
hours -of candle-tit -dinner with
the - one you love seems like a
mere moment.
So I would guess that time
could sort of drag along when a
stranger shows up in your house,
wrestles you down, stuffs
clothing down you screaming
throat, and wraps something
around your throat and tightens
it until you cannot breath and
your life begins fading away.
But that's only a guess.
There is a way, though, that
we could be a little more Certain
about the extent of one's suffering over a brief, period,of time.
We could have a- scientific experiment, if those four learned
Nebraska judges would care to
join me.
It's simple enough, your
honors. Just open your mouths
real wicte. and hand me your
black robes, and we'll begin
stuffing.
• And if it starts getting too
— heinous, atrocious and cruel for
you; just make a gargling sound.

looking back

the importance of federal
housing aid, such a requirement would assure adequate
protection for consumers
without the costly and rigid
requirements of the FHA
standards.

U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
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royko says

An end to federal
housing standards

CAS&

open forum

by robert barr

Ten years ago
Construction has begun on improvements at Calloway County
Health Center. The project will
include two additions to the
center with several new
facilities and improvements to
be among the attractions of the
project.
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
announced the awarding of a
$2.079 grant to upgrade the Murray Police Department's record
keeping system..
Laura J3r.sett. Rt. 5, Murray.
won third place in senior division for ages 14 to 19 of State 4-H
Photography Demonstration
Competition held at Kentucky
State Fair, Louisville.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs, Byron Junior
Furgerson, Aug. 15.
Twenty years ago
William H. Schofield III was
named as new administrator of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital by the Hospital Commission, according to County
Judge Robert
chairman. .
Sgt. Franklin H. Wells. son of
Ntrs. Dixie Wells of Murray. has
been assigned to a post in Germany for the next two years.
The paving of access road
from Highway 121 North* to.
Highway 94 East has been
started: The road which runs by
Murray _Country Club Golf
Course is used each day by
school buses making runs from
Kirksey and Lynn Grove
Elementary Schools to Calloway
County High School.
Jerry Starks show -the Junior
Champion Holstein heifer and
Johnny Kelso the Grand Champion Ayrshire at Purchase
District Fair at Mayfield. They
are members of Calloway County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America.

What was so hot about the
chester, England.
The summer's hottest political
summer of '85? In the season of
A bomb was suspected, but not issue was the turmoil in South
escapism, there was no avoiding
proven, in the Air-India
Africa. where more than 600
the darker, February side of
disaster; weather or
people had died in a year of
life.
mechanical failure apparently
racial protests. The White
A hijacking in Lebanon and
caused the other three.
House. with little to show for
four major plane crashes made
A light plane crash on Aug. 25 "constructive engagement,"
every trip look risky,' and a "litkilled Samantha Smith, the started counting votes for an extle friend" on the president's
schoolgirl who caught a Soviet
pected veto battle over
nose deflated the value of a
leader's attention with her plea
economic sanctions against the
bronzed hide.
for peace.
apartheid government.
The scenic lands of the West
Still, people flew in record
After three dangerous leaks in
burned or were overrun by
numbers. The odds of crashing, West Virginia's "chemical
grasshoppers.. In the Northeast,
after all, are something like
valley," Kanawha County Coma drought kept swimming pools
500,000-to-one.
mission Chairman Douglas
dry and lawns patched. A
At odds of 6.1 million-to-one. Stump called the incidents acts
baseball strike. Killer bees.
New Yorkers went crazy buying
of God, but added. "certainly
The place to put your head this
tickets in a $41 million lottery.
God hasn't been too good to this
summer wasn't on the sand, but
President Reagan had a rough
valley lately." In the worst incisummer. On July 13, a section of dent, a leak of the pesticide inin it.
On the other hand, there was
his large intestine was removed, gredient aldicarb oxime on Aug.
Live Aid, the trans-Atlantic rotic
and tests confirmed that he had
11 at the Union Carbide plant at
-festival with a heart; there was
cancer. Doctors said they got it
Institute, W.Va., hospitalized
Coke Classic; there was
all, however,and that he was not
135 people.
baseball again.
threatened.
Thousands of firefighters batA strong dollar lured
On Aug. 1. the White House
tled forest and range fires in the
American's ab.road, into
press office confirmed that a
West. Nearly 2.8 million acres
Thirty years ago
unusually dangerous skies.
patch of skin had been removed
have been scorched by 81,000
Murray State College is exOn June 14, a TWA jet with 151
from Reagan's nose, but ducked
fires this year, according to the
pected to have its largest enrollpeople aboard was hijacked by
questions about details. Four federal Interagency Fire Center
ment in history when it opens it
Shiite Moslem extremists. One
days later, Reagan confirmed
at Boise, Idaho, mostly after
33rd year with registration on
passenger was murdered. that doctors removed a growth
June 27 in an exceptionally dry
Sept. 15. Over 1.600 students are
Thirty-nine men spent 17 days in
— "my little friend," he called it summer. In Idaho, some fires
expected.
captivity in Beirut. stars of terprovedci—mwctnuhicohmdae
ncy
to be
were blamed on farmers who
v basall cell
Patsy McKenzie of Lynn
rorist TV talk shows which endcarcinoma, skineaneer.
were-out to mint gritantiptsem -Ortrertilgft-Sehtiltrig151illiFiza'''''''''......—
ed without further loss of life.
"All my'Ilfe I've lived with a
before their crops were all
she receives a scholarship by
By August, however. 1985 was
coat of tan." Reagan said. chewed
Future, Homemakers of.
already the bloodiest year in
regretting that he now- must
The baseball strike amounted
America made possible by Kencivil aviatidn history. There
avoid the sun.
to a two-day rain delay. and any
tucky LP Gas Association. •
were four big crashes:
Another disease — acquired talk about fans staying home fn
Murray Training School. will
June 23 — 329 died on-an Airne
ordeficiency
disgug_e_ymrp.tesi_ag _won. As _memjor,_claase, nn Ropt 1
rori—
Tnditt BoelnrfeThlWrtlanbc
seeffiettto spread frr taster than, the stadiums reopened
cording to Roy Steinbrook,
Aug. 2 — 135 died in a Delta
anyone's ability to understand
On July 13. philadelphia's
director.
.,
Airlinesf L-1011 at Dallas-Forth
it. AIDS had struck about 13,000 JFK Stadium and London's
Calloway- County Sheriff
,Worth International Airport.
Americans since 1979. and more
Weynbley stadium overflowed
Brigham Futrell arrested a St..
Aug. 12 — 520 were killed on a
than half of them were dead.
•'with rockets at the Live Aid conLouis woman motorist on Aug.
. Japan-Airlines
747- on
.JLETolptiet, The -most _prsiOrlinent
_-_30 for .passing a stopped- Schoot-z
mountaintop.
actor Rock Hudson. who disclostravaganza which raised
bus on Benton Highway. She plF Aug. 22 — 54 died on a Brltish
ed his condition after _checking
millions of dollars 'for African
ed guilty and was fined $25.50 by
• Airtours Boeing 737 at Maninto•hospital in Paris.
hunger relief.
County Judge Waylon Rayburn.
•

•

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Lastern .tar
to incct

DR.GOTT
I()

Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star held its
regular meeting on
Tuesday. Aug. 13, at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Susie Allen, worthy
matron, presided. She
was assisted by Shelby
Darnell, district deputy
and worthy patron protern.
•
Other members serving as officers for the
meeting were the
following;
Charlotte Wilson,
associate matron protern; Paul Wilson.
associate patron pro
tern; Frances Churchill,
secretary; Norma Finney. treasurer; luta
Hutson, conductress;
Eva Alexander,
associate conductress;
Brenda Newberry,
chaplain pro tern; Twila
Coleman. marshall pro
tern; Louise Short.
organist. Erste
Williams, Adah pro
tern;
Thelma Farley. Ruth
pro tern; Opal Emerine,
Esther pro tern; Doris
Bradley, Martha pro
tern: Thelma Parker.
Electa pro tern; Mable
Blalock, warder pro
tern; Bob Farley, sentinel pro tem.
The next meeting will
be held Tuesday. Sept.
10. at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
Allen urges all
members to be present
for an •election of
officers.

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Infection causes
loss of taste
Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT — Three months
ago I had laryngitis for a week I had
no fever so I didn't go to the doctor
Since then I've lost-my sense of taste.
except for vinegar I'm well except
for diverticulosis. What can I do to
regain my ability to taste"
DEAR READER — Taste is experienced through special receptors on
the tongue' This sense is not affected
by laryngitis. However, we obtain
much of our -taste- perception
through the organs of smell, so upper
respiratory. infections and allergies
often can cause food to taste "flat.•

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. Only
All Seats $2.00

done for liver spots on my arms"
DEAR READER
"I iver spots"
are actually areas of degeneration
within the pigment layers of the skin.
Some dermatologists use a chemical
that destroys this pigment and renders the skin tree of pigmentation Too
process shows promise Unfortunately, once depigmentee. the affectea
poi:tion of skin, won't tan. so you ma'
be trading in one problem for anotifer.
Liver spots have n6thing to do with
the liver, they occur universally as
we age Although many people may
find them cosmetically unpleasant.
they do no harm So many changes
take place in our skins as we grow
older that I wonder if trying to correct them all ma he a fruitless
exercise You might do better to
ignore pigmented skin areas, wrinkling and all the other superficial signs
of 'aging Accept tin- inevaabie.
accentuate the positive and acknowledge toe naturai process of aging •
Send your questions to Dr Gott at
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 4410:
Due to volume of mail. individua•
questions cannot be answered 4)1 (ions of general interest
WWI be
answered in future columns
1NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN ;

Monday, Sept. 2
Kentucky-Barley
Bass 'n' Gals Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at The Bostoff Tea
Party.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. and degree work at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
—— ——
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be closed
today.
Calloway County
'Public Library will be
closed today in obser-

volunteers, an African
primate expert and a
few psychics.
"They're back.
They're safe. And fat,"
said zoo spokeswoman
Jane Toolini. In fact, if
they hadn't been
brought in when they
were the area would
have soon been ravaged
of its fruits and
vegetables, she
predicted.
The mother and baby
were poaching from a
community garden, nibbling on fruit trees in
backyards and drinking
at a city reservoir.

Monday, Sept. 2
vance of Labor Day
holiday.
————
Empire Farm,Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium, The
Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature
Center in Land Between
the Lakes all will be
open today for Labor
Day.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 1753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
'
————
Labor Day Golf
Scramble is scheduled
at 10 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Tuesd-ay, Sept. 3
Jackson Purchase
Doll Club will meet at
noon at Sirloin
Stockade.
————
Woman's Guild of St.
Leo's Cathdlic Church
will meet at.10 a.m. for
mass and later at
Parish Center.
Prepared Childbirth
Classes will start at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway. County
Hospital. For informa-

Tuesday, Sept. 3
tion call 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
————
Free English as a Second Language (ESL)
course will start at 9:30
a.m. in Adult Learning
Center, Room 206., Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
For information call
762:6971.
————
Interested teams for a
Coed Church Softball.
Tournament on. Sept. 5
and 6 at Murray Calloway 'County Park
should call First Baptist
Church, 753-1854, by
today.
————
Lesson for Cultural
Arts Leaders of
Calloway County
Homemakers wilL be at
10 a.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
————
Racer Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Seven*Seas
Restaurant. Members
note change in day.
————
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Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read clic
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 3, 1985
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
A zest for living makes this clay
eventful for you. Enjoy plea we
pursuits. Take the first sr fr)ui
romance Later, count on ir'
TAURUS
gams.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Now that your .deas are formulated, act on them! Domestic enterprises get the green . light. Save
evening hours for relaxation.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Social life finds you in the swim of
things, but later avoid dwelling on a
resentment. Hunches are apt to be
correct
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Your purposes are clear; your aim
is direct Prepare now for important
career steps. Avoithjimalous reactions
after dark.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Contacts with distant ties are
favored. Travelers are on th go!
Subtlety abets career interests. Watch
evening family tension.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept22)
It's wise not to broadcast financial
moves. Unusual entertainments
appeal now. Others may be fixed in
viewpoints tonight
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to 0(122)
Be willing to compromise on
financial matters. Peace and quiet
suit you tonight after an active and
ftilfilling day.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
For rapport with close ties tonight,
stop insisting and begin listening.
Daytime hours accent the pursuit of
career goals.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You'll have time for both work and
play today. Your instincts about
financial interests are good now.
Romance is fun!
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Things are shaping up to your
liking at home base today. Put plans
into motion. Later enjoy relaxing
recreation or romance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
It is not enough to mean what you
say. Show others by your actions that
you really care. Avoid controversial
domestic issues tonight.
PISCES
40s
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mini(
You'll have the idea today, so you
might as well get to work on it right
away. Extra labor now means greater
financial benefits.
YOU BORN TODAY are gifted at
expressing yourself, but inclined to
scatter your energies. You're given to
harmless flirtations and are not
cautious about spending money.
Work involving promotion, selling
and publishing is right up your alley.
You have creative gifts, but must
avoid being a dilettante. You're good
at making friends and these contacts
will help you get ahead in life.

A

Special: Lg. Bar-B-Q Sandwich
- and French Fries

Murray Drive-In

RAMBO
irst Blood
Part II

LT)

e Legend
Billie Jean
k

GUILD OFFICERS — Newly elected officers of Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church are, from left, Joyce Tidwell. president, Trudy.
Baker. vice president. and Eleanor D'Angelo, secretary. Not pictured is
Marcia Westphal, treasurer. The Guild will meet at 10 a.m. Tuesday-. Sept.
3. for mass before the business meeting in the Parish Hall. This will include
a 'membership tea,' program and refreshments. Recipes for the cookbook must definitely be in at this meeting and plans for a Christmas bazaar will
be discussed. For information call 435-4328 or 436-5536.

Tuesday, Sept. 3
Wednesday,Sept.4
Cordelia Erwin Circle
A Social Security
Representative will be of South Pleasant Grove
at Miller Courthowe United Methodist
Annex from 10 a.m.g-to Church will meet at 7:30
p.m.
noon.
————
————
Goshen United
Open Water Scuba
Diving Course will start Methodist Church
at 6 p.m. in Room 105, Women will meet at 7
Carr Health Building, p.m. at the church.
Murray State UniversiHazel and Douglas
ty. For information call
Centers will be open
762-6835 or 753-6811.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Living With Diabetes for activities by senior
will meet at 2 p.m. in citizens.
————
third floor classroom,
Mission groups of
Murray-Calloway ColinCherry Corner Baptist
ty Hospital.
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
————
Murray Moose Lodge
will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway Health
Center.
————
First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10
a.m
with Executive
at 8:30 a.m.-and
co ee at 930 a.m.
————
Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
—— ——
Groups of First Baptist Church Women will
meet as follows:
Dorothy at 11 a.m. with
Bess Kerlick; Lottie
Boon with Ruth
Caldwell at 7 p.m.; Bea
Walker with Dottie
Halley at 7:30 p.m.
— ———
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-clay Adventist
Church.

Group II of First
Christian Church CWF
will meet at 2 p.m. at
home of Frances Churchill, North Seventh and
Chestnut Streets.
——— —
Murray Optimist,Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m.\51,t
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
—— ——
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck at
6:30 p.m. at club house.
— — — —„
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 6'30 p.m. at
club house.
————
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
.at Dexter Center;
s
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
-Young Women
Baptist
awl
,Bartow

T Ile
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Corning community events are announced

Monkey madness ended
SAN FRANCISCO
I AP ) — Two free spirited Patas monkeys
who eluded trackers for
six weeks after their
escape from the new $7
million San Francisco
Zoo Primate Center are
back behind bars.
Their capture — using
a trap baited with
bananas — ends a
monkey madness that
drew the attention of zoo
officials, dozens of

even though the taste receptors themselves are not affected Your nose, as
well as your larynx, was probably
infected three months ago, which is
why you could not taste at that time
A continuing taste problem may indicate the presence of sinus infection
Although you successfully avoided
your doctor for the laryngitis. I suggest you see your doctor — or an otolaryngologist - now, because you
may have a chronic low-grade infection that will need treatment
-DEAR DR GOTT -- What can I do
for a kidney problem that bothers me
only at night" It causes a great deal
of burning and pain
DEAR READER -- First you have
to find out whether you have a urinary infection This can be accomplished by the use of a simple test
called a clean-catch urine culture 'S
E no infection is present. see a urologist to determine if there is an anatomical reason for your discomfort.
You don't say whether you are
male or female Urinary discomfort
is more common in women, but it can
be more serious in men because male
urinary burning usually indicates a
more deep-seated infection or blockage
DEAR DR. GOTT — What can be

Jo Burkccr)

_
Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
- "Mace Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q &Burgers

S 00 A

Chestnut St.

Highway 121 *moth

Murray

753-0045

Westside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
"p.m.
_ _ _ _•
Calloway. Band
Boosters will meet at?
p.m in band room of
Calloway County High
School.
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Wednesday,Seilt.4
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.

Wednesday,Sept. 4
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Diet and
Diabetes meeting will
be at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
————
First United
Methodist Church will
resume Family Night
dinner at 5:30 p.m.

Flint Baptist Church
Mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
————
Ladies day golf will be
First Baptist Church
at 9 a.m. at Murray will resume fellowship
Country Club.
supper at 5:30 p.m.
————
— —— —

Women to tee off Wednesday
The women of the
Tee 5 — Della Miller,
Murray Country Club Euldene Robinson.
will play golf on Louise Lamb and
Wednesday, Sept. 4.
Rowena Cullom;
Persons listed in the
Tee 6 — Linda Alexlineup and unable to ander, Mary Frances
play or persons desiring Bell, Lula Bingham and
to play may call Freda Madelyn Lamb:
Steely. hostess.
Tee '7 — Nancy
Haverstock, Norma
A shotgun tee off will
Frank, Frances Parker
be at 9 a.m. The lineup
and Jane Fitch;
is as follows:
Tee 8 — Chris
Tee 1 — Jerlene
Graham, Sue Costello,
Sullivan, Evelyn Jones,
Patty Claypool and
Faira Alexander and
Eliabeth Slusmeyer;
Betty Stewart;
Tee 9 — Molly Booth,
Tee 3 — Toni Hopson. Martha Sue Ryan. Mary
Polly Seale. Cathryn Belle Overbey and
Garrott and Betty Scott: LaVerne Ryan.
Winners from golf
- Tee I — Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker, play on Wednesday.
Freda Steely and Nancy Aug. 28, have been
released by Peggy
Fandrich;

Shoemaker, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight
— Jerlene Sullivan.
first, Mary Bogard.
second:
First flight — Diane
Villanova. first, Inus'
Orr, Toni Hopson and
Evelyn -Jones, tied for
second;
Second flight —
Ethelene NIcCallon,
first, Jane Fitch.
second;
Third flight — Billie
Cohoon. first. Molly
Booth. Peggy
Shoemaker and Euldene
Robinson tied for
second;
Fourth flight — Della
Miller, first,

Companies have computer techno1o„
to determine products' NO. 1 markets
NEW YORK (AP) —
Miami is the prune juice
capital of the nation,
perhaps for obvious
reasons given its elderly
population. But why is
Dallas wild about popcorn? And why do Atlantans take more aspirin
and antacids than
anyone else?
Such are the questions
raised when computers
and supermarket laser
scanners are used to
determine which cities
are the No. 1 markets
for products ranging
from candy bars to rat
poison.
Some other examples: Denver
residents buy more
vitamins per capita
than anyone else. In Indianapolis, it's shoe
polish. Savannah must
get tough steaks: Its
people buy more meat
tenderizer than people
elsewhere.
Fortune magazine
said in its Sept. 16 issue
that companies now
have the technology to
determine what products sell best per
capita in what parts of
the country.
Selling Areas
Marketing Inc., a sub,
sidiary.

observers
Ideas.

have some

"We don't spend a lot
on light beer, so we go
heavy on the chocolate.
That's the way it is with
people, you crack down
on one vice and they go
to something else," said
Calvin Grondahl,
editorial cartoonist for
the Deseret News in Salt
Lake City, where the
predominantly Mormon
population shuns booze
and cigarettes.
In New Orleans,
"there are a tremendous number of seafood
restaurants and a lot of
fried fish, fried shrimp
and fried scallops" that
generally get doused in
ketchup, said David
Wilson, general
manager of Brennan's
restaurant. Prune juice,
an aid to digestion,
perhaps sells well in
Miami because so many
elderly people Jive
there, and New York,
where clothes are easily
soiled, is the biggest per
capita consumer of
laundry detergent.
But why do people in
the Dallas-Fort Worth
area eat more popcorn
than other people?
- - -- - - - •

"Dallas is still a good
movie town, a good indoor movie town. Popcorn and movies go
together," said A.C.
Greene, a historian and
columnist for The
Dallhs Morning News.
Seattle, the No. 1
market for
toothbrushes, is home to
the state dental school.
"The dental consciousness of people is
very high, so you find a
lot of preventative programs," said Dr. Ernest
Barrett, a local dentist.
Grand Rapids is tops
for rat poison, but
Mayor Gerald
Helmholdt said the city
"has quite a reputation
for being one of the
cleanest cities in the
country. Maybe this
shows the kind of concern of the residents of
this city."
Atlantans are the biggest per capita consumers of aspirin and
antacids.
"I think it's probably
because we're experiencing growing pains so
rapidly it gives you an
upset stomach," said
Len Pagano, a
spokesman for the
Chamber of Commerce.
•••• ------ -

which publishes ForArtist paints pis.hones. portrait
tune, gathers data like
this which can be a gold
NEW YORK (AP) — skeleton, clad only in an
mine for companies Artist Andrew Wyeth, 1812 Navy coat, sitting
wanting to target con- who paints in a starkly atop a lighthouse wata-a-t e-e---reeitette-styte-, -says he entower71001t1rIg1biir10
accurately.
once had a friend X-ray sea.
The numbers don't him from head to toe so
ten why New Orleans is he could accurately
But the bones could
the No. 1 market for }mt. paint a fleshless self- not belong to just
chup. or why more can- portrait.
anyone. "Oh no," the
dy, bars and mar:
The painting, a birth- &I-year-old artist said in a
shrnallows, are gobbled day gift four years ago an interview with Arts &
In Salt Lake City than for his wife, Betsy, Antiques magazine,
anywhere else. But local shows Wyeth as a "those are my bones."
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Bangs, longer hair forecasted styles for fall
CHICAGO AP)- As back -combed hair
fashion moves into a reminiscent of "the bubseason where clothes ble,'' one of the
will be as streamlined strongest looks for fall.
and body-conscious as "Today's perms give
lifestyles, women will maximum volume
be turning to hairstyles without frizzy curl - exthat top these looks with actly what's needed for
sOftness and frankly the smoother, but still
feminine accents.
textured, styles," he
Color, shine and tex- points out.
ture are the all- • Rocco Altobelli of
important attributes Minneapolis-St. Paul
that will bring sees longer hair for fall.
hairstyles into the fill "The trend is turning
1985 fashion scene with away from the short
ease, according to the spikiness of the past
Helene Curtis several seasons," he
Hairstylists Advisory says. "Smoother, closeBoard.
to-the-head styles look
Board member Victor fresher and have the
Figueroa of New York right proportion to comCity forecasts that "a plement the '60s innew fascination with spired fashions."
'60s fashion will call for
Altobelli also sees ina return to the longer, creased use of new gels,
rounded hairstyles glazes and styling
popular in the Beatles' sprays to create the new
era. But it's a softer look looks. "Gels and glazes
than those of 20 years give form to the hair,
ago, and takes advan- 'memorizing' the style
tage of the new styling line that's molded into
tools designed to make wet hair and retaining
hairstyling easier."
the sleek texture of
He points out that a natural, healthy hair
perm is a "roust have" when dry," he explains.
for creating the look of
Just how long fall

hairstyles will go pixie look or slicked
depends on the in- back with mousse or gel
dividual's preference for sophistication."
and hair type, with
Color, often in streaks
lengths past the or accenting spikes, will
shoulders as much in give a lightness to the
vogue as ear-length overall haircut. Geri
bobs.
Mataya of Pittsburgh
"Versatility is the sees "bright, fun colors
key," says Mario added to complement -a
Tricoci of Oak Brook, particular outfit, or
Ill. "Whether the style is overall highlighting to
a shaggy version of the soften a eorvetric cut."
Beatles' boyish cut or a - -- T
rfnding the
long, sleek bob, it should right .hairstyle this fall,
be suited to the in. board members agree,
dividual who wears it. A is to talk to your
woman's hairstyle hairstylist. Just as you
should take her through
busy days and
glamorous evenings,
complementing
BOZEMAN, Mont.
everything she wears.
(API - Astronaut
"Bangs will be a very
Loren Acton wishes he
important element in
could take some world
fall hairstyles because
leaders with him
they soften the face
whenever he goes into
shape and add interest space
again.
to the hairstyle," notes
The Montana -born
Tricoci. "Bangs might
solar physicist, who
be cut very short and
flew on the Challenger
wispy or in a shaggy
Spacelab 2 mission in
combination of long and
July, said leaders might
short lengths, depenget a different perspecding on personal
tive about global propreference. They'll be
blems if they could see
worn on the face for a
the Earth from above.

Leaders should visit space

DATEBOOK
I( \I(\\ to meet Tuesclav

Family Dini)cr Is this IYcek

The First United Methodist Church Women
will have a general meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 3,
at 10 a.m. in the Hale Chapel of the Education
Building of the church. Refreshments will be
served in the fellowship hall at 9:30 a.m. The Executive Board will meet at 8:30 a.m.

First United Methodist Church will have its
first fall Family Night Dinner on Wednesday,
Sept. 4, at 5:30 p.m. Persons should fill out a pink
reservation card in the pew rack or call the
church office, 753-3812, by noon on Tuesday. Bible Clubs for first through sixth graders will
begin at 6 p.m. following the mal. Rainbow
Ringers also will have their first practice at 5:15
p.m. Any 7th through 12th grader interested in
ringing handbells, should be present for this
rehearsal..

LOW(' pla/l/li'd 1(

1)C,44111 nelt•

%vat-

The Ladies Bible Class of University Church of
Christ will begin its neit year with.a "Good morning coffee" on Wednesda7,-.Sept. -4, at 10 am.
Plans for the coming year, introduction of the
new study and period of fellowship will be part
of the morning, according to Greta Gargus, class
spokesman. Prayer sister names will be revealed and new names will be drawn. Each one is to
bring a small gift or card and enclose your name
to tell your payer sister who you've been this
past year. This is open to all interested ladies. A
nursery is provided and the bus will run each
week. Persons should call the church office,
753-1881, for transportation.
Baptiq

l(

.11()tlicrs. pmgrani rcstructurca
The First Christian Church is restructuring its
Mothers' Morning Out Program and will begin
again under new leadership in October. "Thanks
to those whd were so faithful and helpful in the
past year," said Chris Harrison. Persons having
questions or who would like to be a part of the
Mothers' Morning Out Program's Fall Session
are asked to call Donna Cathey at 753-1982.

Jann Lea Washer, daughter of Jamie and
Shirley Washer of 110 Broach. Murray, received
a bachelor of arts degree in broadcast journalism on Sunday, Aug: 18, in summer commencement exercises in Mid-South Coliseum,
Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn. Dr.
Charles Biggers. professor of biology and recipient of Memphis State's Distinguished Teaching
Service Award _for 1985, addressed the 800
graduates and families. Washer, a 1981 graduate
of Murray High School, is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Washer Jr. and Mr. and
Mrs. Carney. Andrus, all of Murray. and the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. ,Jim Washer of
Kirksey.

,StOCkIVeilS annOtinCe birth
Mr. and Mrs. I savid A. Stockwell of Nlurray announce the arrival of a baby girl. weighing seven
pounds 121 2 ounces, horn on 11 ednesiLiy. Aug
at Methodist Hospital, Mckenzie. Tenn Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stockwell of
--Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Noah I;reenier of {arbor Springs. Mich

• Permanent Life.
• Term Life
• Universal Life

1)1

SALE!

Hi-Power AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

3-Way Vertical-Design
Tower Speaker System

STA-2270 by Realistie

Optimus' T-120
by Realistic

HALF
PRICE

65 WATTS PER CHARNEL, MINIMUM RMS INTO 8 OHMS
FROM 20-20,000 Hz, WITH NO MORE THAN 0.05% THD

Ii89

Save 24995
950 Reg. 399.95

Get two for the regular price of one! Vertical design saves floor space. 10" woofer,
5" midrange, 1" tweeter. Walnut veneer.
35'/2" high. #40-2047

Hand-Held PA Musical
Powerhorn® '10 Off

Compact Stereo System
Clannette'-116 by Realistic

By Realistic

Save $50
25%
2995
5
Reg. 39.95

999

Off

Plays 94 preprogrammed
tunes. Programmable for 5
more. Projects music or
voice up to 300 feet.
#32-2030 Batteries extra

.....

AlDEOCASSETTE SALES
1 Jane Fonda s Workout (Karl
Lorimar(
2 l'Inocchlo I Disney
3 We Are the World (Music
Vision
1 'Prince and The Revolution
Eive, I Warneri
5 Vt restlemania (Coliseum(

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

uto

Dual-Alarm AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomatie-243 by Realistic

Phone
753-2571

Tiall/atai

33%
Reg. 59.95

-

Great for home and car electronics testing! "Beep" continuity and range-change
indicator. Measures AC and'
DC volts, AC and DC amps,
resistance. #22-191 Batteries extra

••••,,..anc

q..m

iied
.cromal

OF THE MONTH

FM/AM Headphone Radio

EC-4006 by Radio Shack

By Tandy'

0.16.0 IS-Irk

5
95
Reg. 21.95

N...

iikvd\ke
e e'Llbq‘
•

t

15"%sk
e
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4
tusSit 44
410

Whir..

7.9

SuppliesLast
2,101-1
. Nut I Bolt
Center incl acces
sortes in 25 double-bin
SC.2taT
&VOWS
OUNITITIES LIMITED

27"

1495

Off

Reg. 24.95

Features42-functions, power-off memory retention, six parentheses levels, standard
deviation. LCD display. With
carry bouch. #65-975 •
_.aatienes_exua.

.10

9.88

C)
• Ci

OF THE HON 111

CORNING wale

WItita
Supple's
Last
5-Pc. Menu-ette Set
with 1 and 1 Y2-pt pans.
6-in. skillet. Two covers
fit- eft pieces nloirbT5
QUANTITIES LIMITED

1▪ 1111

Both tor
White
Supplos
i
Last
Shrub Rakes
with spring -tempered
steel teeth, and solid
...114rdW0013414/1dIeli JP
suil
UANTITIES LIMITED
imimmi
m

40%
Off

Slip it on, tune it in, and
turn it up! Padded earcushions seal out noise,
seal in rich dual-speaker
sound...//12-198_aanary_ixirit

a

6.99

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/haft Store or Dealer Nearest You
*
40
I
,
ji
,
-813,VISION Or71010,̀CfMOOrit40•
-

112i Dr;

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)'

S.

•
'1".1.18111'isstwsiosiiwia. .

S

Two Separate

Reg. 39.95
Wake-Up Times
Ideal for working couples on the go! Fast 'n
easy forward/reverse time set, battery backup
if AC fails. #12-1550 Backup battery extra

Scientific Calculator

J..

7 Singin in the Rain I MGM
t• A
8 Wham' The Video"(CBS Fox
9 "Star Trek III The Search for
Spock Paramount
10 •• Madonna" Sire
VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
-.V-ias.-44*earte..1414.
Columbia)
2 A Soldiers Story" t RCA
Columbia
1 The Patron and the Snowman'
4.Vestron
•
'5tarman" IRCA Columbia .
5 A Nightmare on Mtn Street"
4 Media
-tvfArcier.
7 'Runaway" IRCA.Oolurribtai
A "Pinocchio' (Disney
9 The Terntinator I Thorn-EMI1

•2888

1,
0•111

11.11MIURE
VALUE

BARGAIN

28%
Off

Cut 3991
r

On CitiUne*

Batteries tor memory backup extra

21-Range Digital Multitester

Murray 'ome

The following are the
most populart)
videocassettes as they
appear in Sept. 2nd
issue of Billboard
magazine. Copyright
1985, Billboard Publications, Inc.- Reprinted
with permission.

Low As $20 Per Month

Two-way amplifier for
"hands-tree" talking.
Programmable
Touch-Tone/pulse
One-Button Dialing
dialing. #43-601
Of Up to 32 Numbers

By Micronta*

By The Associated Press

• es

Save 7995
$40 Reg. 119.95/

.
4 129.95
Set of 3
No wiring—just plug
into AC and talk! Two
channels. FM cuts
electrical interference. #43-214•

Top tapes told

Record cassettes
from AM/FM, 2-speed
turntable, or "live"
with optional mikes!
17"-high speakers.
#13-1220

DUOFONE*-165 by Radio Shack

60

--

Reg.
149.95

All-In-One Phone 33% Off

Save$60
n9= Reg.

753-9627
201 S. 6th

Each

Reg. 179.95

Low As $20 Per Month on Citiline*
Hurry in now and save! Built-in Stereo
Expander dramatically enlarges stereo
image. Digital fluorescent display shows
exact station frequency. #31-3005

SELECTaCOW ,Cy liealtstic

Rogers

13ttrAcci)

FREE 1986 Catalog!
184 Full-Color Pages!
Come and Get Yours!

WEEK
LONG

Wireless FM Intercom
System

Jane

W•c.,;tcrn clinncr. clancc scheclulcd
Lake Barkley i4tate Resort Park Convention

-

Murray Today

Radio Ihaek

Built-In Mike

For Life Insurance,
check with State Farm.

(2( .‘ /33/0 13( )( ).qC/..`; MCC(
C'aik'd
The Calloway .County Band Boosters vill meet
Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. in tlw band 100111 Of
Calloway County High School. Roy Gene. Dunn,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Center will be the scene of a Western Round-up,
Dinner and Dance on Saturday, Sept. 7. Dinnerwill be served from 7 to h p.m and a dance will
follow from h p.m. to midnight. Prices will be $25
per couple for the dinner dance combo and just
$10 a couple for the dance only. Tickets are
availat
the front desk -of Lake Barkley State
Resort Park and can be purchased up until that
night. For more in
contact the Recreaction Department. 1-924 -1171.-

'-'Experiencing the
Earth as a whole, (you I
realize that the boundaries of haions and the
things that make so
much trouble
rt of
evaporate when you're
so high up," he said in a
recent interview on a
trip to his home state.

PRESt.\
'
l'S PR)Git
- The RP% . Cht....ter I'. CHI%
r enter. pastor ot
Poplar spring Baptist 5,11tirch, recently entertained
the 5,01den ‘ge S lilt,
with a mush program at a met-ting at First I nate('
Nlethodist 5 hurch.
shirty', V. erts, lett, has liven p'resident ot thy club. and
'Naomi schwalm.
right is secreta r.% Nlyetings are held on the totirth 'l'hiir'.iI,i
iii tat h month
at the First I nited Nlethodist Church.

W'asller receives Ik.V.CC,

/1'.'•1/1//t" .11)t. -1

First Baptist Church will resume its fellowship
suppers on Wednesday. Sept. 4. Youth will be
served at 5:30 p.m. and others at 5:45 p.m. Persons not having a permanent reservation should
call the church office..753-1854, by noon on Tuesday. Youth Prayer meeting will be at 6 p.m.
Children's Choirs will meet at 6:30 p.m. At 6:45
p.m. a special business meeting of the church
will be conducted. Also Youth Choir will meet at
6:45 p.m. and Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.

plan your fall wardrobe
and buy new clothes
that will work with
what's already in your
closet, you should
discuss the hairstyling
options available for
your hair length and
texture.
Decide how much
time you want to spend
on your hair at home
each day, they suggest.
Then, together with
your stylist, work out a
look that will suit your
needs and enhance your
overall fashion image.

•

OAS1'iaegnilit3 TrOISES AND DEALERS
•Cititine reyotygis credit (gun Citibank.
Payment inn vary depending upon balance
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Physicians and staff provide 24-hour emergency care
r.•••••

Murray Calloway
County Hospital is the
only medical center
between Paducah, Ky.,
and Jackson, Tenn.,
with 24-hour physician
coverage in the
emergency service
area. "We take great
pride in providing this
service to all the ped
pie in the surrounding
area," said Ad
ministrator Stuart
Poston.
The MCCH emergency service team is
composed of four
emergency medicine
physicians and an ex
pertly trained nursing
staff. Supporting these
is a dedicated staff of
family doctors,

•

specialists, respiratory
therapists and
laboratory technicians
all highly skilled and
fully qualified to han
die any emergency
situation, day or night

each vehicle's com
munication '
capabilities.

A Murray Calloway
County Hospital am
bulance may be sum -

Three fully-equipped
ambulances, operated
by trained paramedics
and certified medical
technicians, also are
provided on a 24-hour
alert basis. Two radio
frequencies provide
each vehicle two-way
communication within
a 20-mile radius of the
hospital. Standard
channels for statewide
and national usage also
are integral links in

moned at any time
simply by calling
753-9332.
For emergency firstaid information in, case
of poisoning, the
Murray - Calloway County Poison Control
Center can be reached
by calling 753-7588. The
center is sponsored by
MCCH, and serves
West Kentucky and
West Tennessee areas.
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is

prepared to meet the
emergency needs of the
community and its surrounding area with its
up-to-date equipment,
facilities and its profes
sional staff--Dr. Billy
P'Pool, Dr. Jorge Gar
rastazu, Dr. Eric
Brown and Dr. Rizalito
Advincula.

Emergency
Telephone
Numbers
Ambulance

753 9332

Hospital

753-5131

Poison Control

They are all ready to
serve you in any health
emergency /

Local

753 7588

State

1-800 722-5725

Know your personal physician's
number.

MEDICALSER ICES
We've come a long way.

TEEK

Sept. 29-Oct. 5, 1985

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

What Is An Emergency
What is a medical emergency? According to Billy
P'Pool, M.D., director of the emergency department at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a medical emergency
is defined by the patient.

Health

According to Dr. P'Pool, too often, people are concerned about "bothering" the doctors and nurses in the
emergency department with minor complaints. However,
according to a study published by the American College
of Emergency Physiciansjn 1980, 25°4 of the public
underestimates the severity of a medical problem.
Dr. P'Pool points out that anyone who thinks he or she
might have a medical emergency should see a physician
as soon as possible. He offers the following seven warning-signs of a medical emergency:
*Chest pain or upper abdominal pain or pressure (a
heart attack is freequently mistaken for indigestion).
*Difficulty in breathing or shortness of breath
*Fainting or feeling faint
*Dizziness, sudden weakness, or a sudden change, in
vision
*Sudden severe pain anywhere in the body
*Severe or persistent vomiting
*Suicidal or homicidal feelings

Especially To Us

While not all Of these warning signs may ultimately be
an emergency, you should not try to diagnose yourself.
Only a physician can evaluate your problem.

September Health Calendar
Health Express
The hospital's mobile health
unit will be offering free:
()blood pressure checks
(**)pulmonary function testing
(***)anemia testing
(****)diabetes screening
at its stops during September.
It is important to fast two
hours before diabetes testing to
achieve accurate results.
Colo-rectal cancer screening
kits are available on the
Health Express at all stops for
a $4.00 charge. The test is to be
completed at home and mailed
to the hospital laboratory for
examination. The charge
covers the test kit and the
laboratory examination.

September 5, Thursday

beptember 18, Wednesday

•Pilot Oak (*) (***) (****)
Pilot Oak Grocery
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
*Water Valley (*) (***) (****)
M & W Ceramics
1 p.m. 3 p.m.

'Hazel (*) (***) (****)
Dee's Bank of Hazel
9 am -i1, a.m.
*Crossland (*) (***) (****)
Crossland Grocery
12:30 p.m. 2:30 p.m.

September.10, Tuesday

September 20, Friday

•Almo (*) (***) (**—)
Old Imes Store
9 am -i1 a.m.
'Murray (*) (***) (—•*)
Ellis Center
1 p.m.-3 p.m.

•Lakeland Wesley Village
(.) (...) (....)

September 24, Tuesday
'Dexter (*) (***) (****)
Dexter Senior Citizens
10 am.-Noon
'Murray (*) (****)
Douglas Center
1:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

September 11, Wednesday

September 25, Wednesday

September 12, Thursday

•Murray (*) (***) (****)
Court Square
9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.-3 p.

•East Marshall County
(*) (*.ft) (*•**)

Fire Department Station 1
9 am -l1 a.m. and 1 p.m. 3 p.m

September 26, Thursday
September 3, Tuesday

September 17, Tuesday
•Dover (*) (***) (****)
Courthouse
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
•Bumpus Mills (*) (***) (****)
Farmer & Merchants Bank
Noon-2 p.m.

"'"1111

11104

Diet and
Diabetes

.

Weekly meetings for diabetics_and
their families. Topics: Nutrition,
preparin9 foods, sweeteners, fiber,
eating oat, exercising. Conducted by -a
registered dietitian.
Date: Every Wednesday
p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Time; 2:00...
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Living With
Diabts
Weekly meeting or diabetics and.
their families. Top, s: Medications,•
.aypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, urine
varnd blood checks, and personal health
'
,
habits. conducted by a registered _ _
nurse.
pate: Every Tuesday
•
Time: 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

A support group for any person experiencing a life-threatening illness.
Family members are welcome also.
Date: Second and Fourth Friday of
each month
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining Room

9 a.m. 11:30 a.m.

•Symsonia (*) (***) (****)
Liberty Savings Bank
9 a.m.-Noon and 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

•Wingo (*) (*•*)
Court square
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
•Sedalia (*) (***) (****)
Bob & Ann's Mar.ket
.
1 p.m. 3 p.m.

Make Today
Count

'Paris Landing (*) (***) (****)
Paris Landing State Park
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
'New Concqrd'(*) (***) (****)
Old School Yard
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

CPR Classes

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR),
a life-saving technique that stimulates
circulation and provides artificial
breathing in emergency situations and
takes only three sessions to learn at
the training program provided by the
American Red Cross. Call 753-1421 to
pre-register.
Date: Sept. 11, 12 and 13
Time: 6:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
Place MCCH Third Floor Classroom

MCCH
Autumn Gold
Run
The certified run is an extension of
the hospital's committment to the
promotion of health and healthy
lifestyles. Plan nOw to participate in
• the 10K, SK gr 1 mile fun run. To ob
tam n more information, call 753-5131,
extension 144.
- Date-. Saturday-, -November -2- - —
Plate: Murray High School

Fresh Start
A smoking cessation class to
help smokers kick the habit
and lend group support will include nutritional and medical
information for all participants: The class if free and
limited to 15. To pre-register call
753-5131, ext. 144.
Date: Sept. 16, 18, 20, 24
and 30
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Diabetes
Bike-a-thon
The fifth annual Diabetes
Bike a thon is held to help
raise funds for support of
diabetes education and
research. Riders interested
may obtain sponsor forms
from Spoke and Pedal, the offices of Murray and Calloway
County Middle and High
Schools, the MSU Student
Center information desk,
Dennison Hunt Sporting
Goods, or the Murray Calloway County Hospital
Publit 'Relations Office.
Date: September 15
Time: 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Plage: Curris Center, MSU

Stroke
Support Group

An organizational meeting to devetafil a
support group for persons who have
experienced a Stroke -

Prepared •
Childbirth Class
This class prepares expectant
parents for labor and delivery.
It covers topics such as
anatomy and physiology of
labor and delivery, breathing
and relaxation technizues, options available at MCCH,
routine newborn and postpartum care and anethesia for
labor and delivery.
To register for weekly classes
call 753-5131, ext. 144 or
753-6821.
Time: 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Place: MCCH

Cesarean
Birth Class
This class prepares parents for cesarean birth whether it
is anticipated Orlinexpected.
It includes topics such as the
common indications for
cesarean birth, the surgical
procedure, anethesia, hospital
routines and postpartum
care.
To register call 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821.
Date: Fourth Monday of
each month
Time: 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Date: September 16, 1985
Time: 6:00 p.m.
Plate: MCCI-I'Private Dining Room

Bereavement
Support Group
Weekly group meetings for anyone experiencing grief from a recent loss. Informal groups sessions include sharing
ttme'and dilccrstibh of the grief
process.
Date: Every Wednesday
Time: 9':30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Clactroom

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
803 Poplar Straat
' Murray, Kipatucky 42071
(5021 752 - ciii
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Consumers help
keep broccoli,
cauliflower hot

WASHINGTON (AP ) place
in Arizona,
— There may be Michigan,
New York,
surpluses of wheat and Orego
n and Texas.
corn, but when it comes
Producers in some.
to broccoli -and other
states also are
cauliflower, American beginn
ing' to look at the
consumers are gobbling possib
ilities of both
up all they're served vegeta
ble crops.
and asking for more.
The broccoli and
Since the • mid-1970s, cauliflower
situation
- growers have increased was, descri4
bed Wednesproduction at a day by
economist John
remarkable rate of 8 M. Love
in a new
percent'to 9 percent a vegetable
outlook report
year, says a new report by the
department's
by the Agriculture Econo
mic Research
Department. And if the Service.
trend continues, rising
Population growth is
consumption will place the basic
factor affecthem among the top ting long
-run demand
vegetable crops in the for
food, but age and sex
nation.
also are big factors, the
"Changes in the U.S. report
said. Generally,
population and its con- vegeta
ble consumption
cern for a healthy diet increa
ses until a person
signal further gains in reache
s 65, then tapers
vegetable demand," the off slightl
y. A larger
report said.
number of women in the
One other develop- household
usually
ment has been the ex- means
larger spending
pansion of broccoli and for
vegetables.
cauliflower into other
As the population
parts of the country. becom
es more middleCalifornia is Still the aged and
more women
giant producer, but enter the
work force, the
broccoli is becoming deman
d for nutrition
more popular in ah-d_
cpnvenience in
Arizona. Oregon and vegeta
tVes is _expected
Texas, and cauliflower to increal
ia,': the 'report
expansion is taking_ said.

TOP TEAM — Calloway County High School's Future
Farmers of America chapter tobacco judging
team took top honors at the Kentucky State Fair in both air-cu
red and fire•eured competition. Pictured
above are team members Tim Manning, Shane Wall and
Lisa Lewellyn.

Calloway FFA takes top honors
Twelve members of
the Calloway County
Future Farmers of
America participated in
the Kentucky State Fair
FFA contests at
Louisville
The chapter tobacco
grading team won first
place in both air-cured
and fire-cured tobacco
grading. Lisa Lewellyn
was. high individual in
both contests. Other
members of the team in-

eluded Tim Manning
and Shane Wall.
Calloway's Charlene
Ray won first place in
the state seed identification contest. •
The chapter meats
judging team of Lisa Lewellyn, Tim Manning
and Scott Morris placed
ninth in the state
contest.
The Calloway dairy
judging team of Rodney
Jones, Jerry Lowery

and Billy Adams placed
SEED CHAMPION — Calloway County High
The teams were ac10th in state competi- companied by
School's Charlene Ray (above) was the
Larry
top
tion, with Jones Gilbert, FFA adviso
seed identifier at the Kentucky State Fair
r at
FFA competition.
finishing as the eighth- Calloway County
High
highest indivrdual School.
scorer.
The chapter livestock
judging team of Greg
Futr-ell, Melissa
Prescott and Tracy
Scott did not place.
Doug McKinney placWASHINGTON .( AP) responding to
trade in- chocolate, and one in measurement. Include neglect impre
ed in the top twelve in
cise
— If American com- quiries and
ineffective Taiwan wants a trial full price information inquiries.
the state in the dairy
panies would answer corresponden
ce are the order of 20 live donkeys. when possible.
holders contest.
The report also said a
foreign inquiries pro- main reasons for
U.S.
The report included
—Ask specific ques- prospective seller
mptly and in plainer companies failing
to some guidelines for tions to pinpoint a should not disreg
ard a
language, it could help develop new tradin
g American firms wan- buyer's needs. If the in- trade inquiry made
in
boost U.S. farm exports. partners.
ting to follow bp on the quiry does not clearly poor English.
Quite
says the Agriculture
Only bare details are trade tips:
spell out the products possibly the potential
Department.
provided in the weekly
—Always reply quick- desired, let the buyer foreign buyer
The health and tive, Blum said, "has
knows
The advice was cir- "Export Briefs"
Surgeon General
report, ly. Use telex,.the com- know what you have English only as a second
economic costs of been to move beyon5,,a,
culate
d
Tuesd
ay in a but those include the munication expect
Everett C. Koop issued
ed by available. Do not language'.
cigarette smoking have discussion of the *ella "call to alms" for a weekly "Export Briefs" names, addresses and most foreign buyers.
been largely ignored by known medical consefar-reaching public report, a list of trade telephone 'or telex
—Respond completesocietal forces in-a posi- quences of smoking to a
health, initiative to tips sent to private com- numbers of potential ly. Furnish bank and
tion to discourage smok- consideration of ethical,
stamp out cigarette panies and other in- buyers. The trade tips trade references, pertiing because of the vast social, political.
terested parties by the are varied, sometimes nent compa
smoking in 15 years.
ny history
sums spent by tobacco economic, agricultural,
Detailing his 1984 department's Foreign exotic.
and relevant exporting
companies on advertis- religious and. legal as
blueprint for a smoke - Agricultural Service.
For example, in the experience. Supply
ing, sports sponsorship pects of this growing
According to agency current issue, a
free society by the year
buyer in complete product inforand patronage of the world problem."
2000, koop issued a officials stationed Japan was interested in mation
using the
arts and religion, arArticles by Blum sweeping
challenge to abroad, delays in beef jerky and metric system of
ticles in a medical jour- detail links between prohealth organizations,
nal suggest.
fessional automobile medical
professionals,
"In the face of the racing and the tobacco
U.S. businesses, media,
enormous image-based industry and raise quesfitness centers and
campaign of the tions about the conflicts
"manufacturers of
cigarette industry, it of selling cigarettes in
bumper stickers. Tmay not be possible to drug stores and of pharshirts and lapel pins to
WASHINGTON (AP) still declining,"
succeed in getting to maceutical houses also
the during the first half of
flood the market with
— This year's record report said.
people who take up producing tobaccohealth educaton
this year.
supply of red meat and
smoking even by flavoring products and
The analysis will be
materials."
There was some impoultry Will begin to included
educating them about tobacco pesticides.
in the provement this summer
The journal includes
taper off this fall, dropp- September issue
chemical additives,
In one article, an an article
of as pork output declined,
on the tobacco ing below
diseases, money down epidemiogist says
year-earlier Agricultural Outlook. a
dilemma in North
but with a seasonal inlevels for the first time monthly magaz
the drain and statistics show that
ine crease in production in
Carolina. The article
since the summer of last published by
premature aging," Dr. smoking-related lung
the the fall, lower hog
notes that the North
year, says a new report agency.
Alan Blum wrote in the cancer deaths will surCarolina tobacco inprices could once again
by the Agriculture
latest issue of the New pass breast cancer
push returns below the
dustry provides nearly
Department.
York State Journal of deaths in women this
Although hog produc150,000 jobs, but pipes a
break-even level. Much
"The pattern of meat tion costs have been the
Medicine.
year. Dr. Virginia Ern- dilemma
will depend on corn
for North production
will,,be the lowest since the early
The issue "paints a ster accuses the Inprices when the new
Carolina health con- same.
deeply disturbing pic- dustry and its promoLess beet and months of 1983 because
crop comes in.
cerns, academics, pork
ture. Simply put, the tional accomplices of a
, but more of relatively low feed
political and governbroilers," says the prices, hog prices also
tobacco industry and its conspiracy to exploit
Cuba's Fidel Castro
ment leaders, farmers depart
ment's Economic have been low, and that arrive
allies are subverting the women and girls.
d in the United
and religious leaders in R'ese
arch Service. kept producers' returns States in 1959 to make a
health of the next
Ms. Ernster is an the state.
"Livestock prices will below break-even levels goodwill tour.
generation," said Blum, associate professor of
The July issue also in- likely respond, but a
a physician and founder epidemiology at the
of the anti-tobacco school of Medicine of the cludes an article on the rather lackluster
group Doctors Oughta University of California, religious ethics of tobac- general economy that
Care.
San Francisco. She co by the Rev. Collins will temper consumer
It is the third time in criticizes women's Kilburn, executive' demand for meat will
two years that a na- magazines for contain- director of the North probably hold down
tional medical journal ing cigarette advertis- Carolina Council of- price increases."
Meat production
has devoted an entire ing, women tennis Churches.
"may taper off
issue to tobacco. The players for parKilburn wrote that in
same journal devoted ticipating in cigarette- spite of all the concern somewhat" in 1985, but
the report added there is
its December 1983 issue sponsored tournaments about drunke drivin
n
g,
to tobacco, while The and the National by religious leaders and still considerable
We like being taken for granted. Because
Journal of the American Organization for congregations, uncertainty.
we take pride in doing a good job of
"Hog farmers have
Medical Association did Women for accepting smoking-related illness
so last year.
providing you with the kind of dependable
cigarette company kills 14 times the still not shown solid in•••••,.
dications that they are
•
The 200-page issue of funding.
NN
\-<",.:' •
1111
number of people killed
111
electr
ic service you've come to-expect.
NIVW
•
expansion-minded, and
the New York journal
In a lead article, U.S. by drunken drivers.
the cattle inventor' is
Includes 75 articles
1.A101110,111104,,,Ip.-..,.:
And you can continue to count on us to
about tobacco, largely
/10
at
#
an indictment of promocontinue providing reliable electric
tional activities byhe
service to your home 24 hours a day,
tg,
industry.
WASHINGTON (AP) Exports are expected to bales used
.
io 1 1
365 days a year—in all kinds of weather.
by U.S. mills
Walker Merryman, a — The amount of cotton
drop to 4.0 million bales. and 6.25 million bales in
Vir
spokesman for the used by textile mills
and
Thus. at 9.19 million exports.
Tobacco Institute — the going into expor
Electricity serves you best when you use
t bales, total cotton use in
Industry trade associa- shipments is expect
the
comin
ed to
g year would . Meanwhile, based on
it efficiently. By avoiding waste, you'll
tion, declined a specific drop to the
•Easy to install, lightweight
lowest level be at the lowest level current indications, this
enjoy
.the benefit of using electricity and.
reaction. -But, Mer- in this centur
flexible sheets
•
y, trigger- Since 1896, the rcirlort year's cotton crop could
ryman said, "It sounds ing the
save
mone
•
Wind
y too.
and weather resistant
largest buildup said.
yield almost 13.8 million
like the same stuff that of surplu
•
Insula
tes
agains
s inventories in
t heat and noise
Last season, total cot- bales, up 6 percent from
Alan Blum has been almost 20 years,
says ton use was more than 1984. Added to an oldCall us today and ask about our complete
peddling .since he got the Agricult
$9.47
$35.99
ure 11.6 million bales,. in- crop carryover on Aug.
home eftergy management services
back from Australia."
Per
Mat. Sq.
Department.
Sheet
-tluding 5.37* million 1 of 4.2 million bales
• Australia is among a
A new outlook report
handful of nations by the'.depar
tment's
ELECTRICITY. Get the
where health, anti- Economic
TV4
GRAVEL
Research
smoking groups and the Service
most for your money.
said Thursday
We Haul
government tre 'taking that cotton use
K
&K
STUMP
REMOV
AL
by textile
Coldwater
pr_onounced_ aotLoa
ton rerrlinw
mills. itt eXpectect to be
SflOM.PS up
Gravel
21 below the wound
against the tobacco 5.19 million bales in
Pit
the
43% 43/3 o, 413 4311
industry.
435-4343
1985-86 marketing year
We Now Haul Pit Gravel
The journal's objec- that began on Aug.
Industrial Rd.
435-4319
753-1423
1.

USDA offers tips on foreign trade

Medical journal says tobacco industry
preys unfairly on minorities, children

Beef and pork production may
be dropping, USDA announces

You take
dependable
electric service
for granted.

Southern States

Onduline
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

And we're glad.

Textile cotton surplus expected

Stock Coldrs:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
• Colo.rs Available:.
Tan, Black, Blue, Green

West-Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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1)1% in,' catche% like the one above at mid-field, plus a punt returned for a touchdown (right) made
Racer Lee McCormick (SO) Saturday's hero.

Racers make the grade in turning back SCSC, 35-21, in opener
op_en mg home game against
ma State- College was used as a col!.
.the Murray. State Racers would have
it a •13 for their 35,21 performance.
Vak,that a high 'EV with extra credit for the
I
ims and I.ee McCormick's extra effort.
points scored by tbs.. Racer offens 7
aile The way they were scored
rated an
Cormick getting the star pupil
tot

covering
all fields

-

Nr, cormo•k s diving catches - one a twisting:
!,.:;1•1e,i
the-stadium -lights Fll grab - and a
punt return for another touchdown
entor.-nr.ited nis desire to make the Racers a
A i!!ir•r. s.nin- day night
Urtled back some of the accolades
hy saying
it was just
y
SSC
C
• played their defense tonight.
ent fo man coverage in the secondary and
;0 1 1
guys o n the line to stopr
our' run "
_
Corr:lick. that was 4.a- fatal mistake: a
k .1rc.-- p,.•t for his a bility to catch a Kevin
.:Eyiyhere. anytime .
Illey go man on me, it shows they don't
•••very much. I work hard in practice

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

r

The Game in Brief
\ill-IRAN'. Ky. API
- I.ee • McCormic k
sci wed two touchdowns
at the: second quarter.
i:ne on a 59-yard punt
returri. to 'give Murray
State ,t 2s-0 lead en route
:0 a :5-21 victory Satur,1,ey ru?ght over South
rol:na St
in the
ipt•tler rOf• each.
'.! Cormick. a split
aas Murray State's
re(•e;ver with !N5
..trds on five catches.
luding a 9-yard pass
• fr.)rn quarterback Kevin
S.,k !or a touchdown.
-.iv State rolled
.;
_ total yards with
21141(41 the ground, paced
hi fullback Steve Bird's
seven
carries for 85
yards
including a
r;:,•yarri touchdown run.
South - Carolina State
ountered with 348 total
yards :Fullback Gerald
Foggie, who scored once
on a 4-yard run. was
South Carolina State's
leadihg rusher with 68
yards on Ps carries.
. South' Carolina State
cut the deficit to 2$-14 in
the third quarter on a
25-yard touchdown pass
from quarterback
Charles Glaze to David
Norman

7.7
Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

Norman, who caught six passes for 102 yards.
added South Carolina
State7s final score in the
fourth quarter on a
14-yard reception from
backup quarterback
Roscoe Darnell.
Sisk, who scored once
on a 9-yard run, completed nine of 15 pass attempts for 146 yards. He
needs just 28 yards to
move into the No. 2 spot
in school records for alltime passing yardage.

against our scout team and-we've got some good
players there. I figure if I can beat them in practice. I can beat almost anybody man-on-man in a
game. They make me a better player every
week.But too many touchdowns. too many 5154-tacular catches he caught five for s5 yards.
eluding a 42-yarder aren't always good for a
receiver of McCormick's statUre.
hope I earned a little respect out then.
tonight." lw said, then quickly added, ••but not
too much. I don't want so much that I rate
double-coverage every week."
The only bad marks for McCormick on Saturday came when he picked up an unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty for leading a practiced victory
dance in the end zone. "The Prep" as he calls his
circle of slaps and jitterbug steps with co-horts
Willie Cannon, Bill Bird, Carlos Warford, James
Yarbrough and others cost the Racers and he
may be relegated to doing "The Prep" only after
the games or during practice.

Allowing NI, COrmick to notch high marks for
the Racers on Saturday was 4 solid efforkliy-Theoffensive line which opened rriasMve holes for
Bird, Cannon, Carlos WarfOrd. James Payne.
and David 'Williams. .Along with "Sisk, the five.
Racer rushers amassed 200'yards on the growl('
against the SCSC defense:
•
- •Bird -led the rushing pack with 85 atilt yardS on
seven carries, including.a 62 yarder. That run
brought memories .flooding back of last year's.
victory over Louisville when Bird's screen pass
touchdown in the llast seconds won the game for
NISI'. Bird, a man to be reckoned with, helped
open up the passing lanes for Sisk who tossed for
146 yards, two touchdowns, and scored One on the
ground himself.
About the only person who could find fault with
the Racer offense was, naturally, the head coach
of the visiting team; Hill- Davis. "We made
mistakes. early, in the
came- back to
hurt us later. Murray State had to use the big
play to catch us. It wasn't the type of game where one team could just dig in and grind it out. Ext 1St for the pig plays by NISI' i it einifd.have
been a 21-21 hallgame."
Rut it wasn't.
And it shouldn't have been a 35-21 game either.
The Racer 'I r' which graded about a 'C' for an
opening game, had trouble maintaining a shutout
which was not a welcome occurance on the MSU
bench.
,
Both Frank Reamer. MSC head coach who was
on the sidelines and Mike Clark, linebacker
coach who watched the game from the Stewart
Stadium pressbox, noted that the Racers needed ,

•IG•

work on tackling.
But, as Clark said."We did some things wrong
tonight-We've got a lot of things to work on this week in prartice. But I'd rather work on them
afters a win than after a loss."
If anything, 'the 21 points scored by the
Bulldogs and .the •.way .
-they were able to put
together "wig ;drives against the Racers only
highlighted the amount of work ahead Or'the
M,S1' defenders. At times on Saturday it was
V IOUS how much the Racers missed the likes of
Danny Coleman, Tim Price and Jose Casanova
on the defensive ,front, plus the loss of Ralph
Robinson in the secondary.
Senior safety Herbert Jones, making his first
appearance since last year's opening game when
he was sidelined with a knee injury, said part of
the lack of defensive savvy could be pinned on
the early teaTi -(28-0 the Racers ran up. "When
you -get - ahead- that much - sometirnivs the're'S a
tendency to relax. Plus, South Carolina State iv"
a pretty good offensive team. It just happened
that secondary coach • Keith r Jones had us-better' prepared than they were."
To make the grade next week, and Reamer
readily agrees„ the Racers will have to take
Southeast Missouri as seriously as they did
SCSC. "This will be an interesting week- ahead
for us." Reamer' said. "Whether we improve or
not will be an important factor, considering
SEMO has one of its better teams this year.
"I guarantee you. they'll conic in here ready to
play.•*
The game next Saturday kicks off, at.7:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium.

Murray State S Carolina State
orialina se
111111%V. ',tatty
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t,'1,.• I,
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staff photo b

Jiro Hector

host of Racers swarmed this ballcarrier, but MSI - showed a need for improv
ement in the tackling department

V

A.P.R.
Financing
C/K 10/30

(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-75312617

*Barna vs Bulldogs highlights opening college games
It) ED slit. %ItElt
Alabama. w non leads the series 31-21-4. is
sport. 11 riter
regarded as a slight favorite. but Georgia has
A-rt N.s (.;:i , .\1' - .-11abaina anti
hist only two of its last :t1 home games.
.1 pair of perermi,e1 powers- corning ott subh.11
Georgia is expecte-if to make redshirt
.seilsons, launch the 5:1,'d ....-1(ititheil stern
freshman Wayne 'Johnson its starting quartet:tereoce footbirII race tonight beiole
nati.,1.el
hack after three others %vent down with injuries
television audience and an i•xpe4 led ,•1•111,111
in preseason drills.
1• 11)Wd
;it Sanford Stadion:
Alabania's,starting quarterback will he \like.
The game. rescheduled from its i)rig ina I ).
shula. son or Miami Irolphins ('oach Don Sheila.
date, will riiiirk the 25fb a'ntir,••/•.;1 f - y of \ •.
rill the. first Saturday of the College' football
venture. into college toothall telecasts and te li be
season, it was Pittsburgh 31. Purdue 341; No. 19
a rematch of its first ganie - a Sept 17. 190.0.
Florida State 3. Tulane. 12; No. IT Smith
•i-lash in Banurighani. when Alabama beat the
Carolina - 56.
i7: iregon 42. ‘Vashifigton
Bulldogs 21-6.
State 39, Nletimhis Stale :t7.,Senithwestern 1.1)111The
p rte. EDT kit kidt will niat(ji lit.- Iwo
6; ('Incitinali
Virginia:Tech 14; Air
teams Who bave,...dominated SEC football for ti:..
'Fierce 45. Te-.;,1,:tPzirr11-7- t'aliforniie 48. Sari
last two decades - Mahania having won or
Jose State 21, Arkansas State. -12. Northwest
shared .12 conferelice e•rov:- Lis in the. last 24
Valley Pc. SoUthern 7,
and Georgia six Chily five times in that sje.in ills •
:Ind Kansas.33, Hawaii 27:
one or the other failed -to claim the league title
.
. Pitt held On as Purdue lilew a .2-point ctiinver.twci .pf those going to Tennessee, one each to
with'IN serofids remaining,. Fterrdui lie irter,siori
Louisiana State and eihurn Ind the other
Everett, who Completed 34 of 51,1 passlast yeA-r.'t vaeatett--rreiwu-trtiiir c:Frnfl;renee.
'
.- 1 tor 398--yetil..• an two loutlidttiWfis. UnderthreW -i
stripped from Florida after. the' Gators ,AVIA'
wide-open tight end jack Beery in the. end zone.
plaiced on NCA'A.. probation."
:4ophOMore quarterback Danny McManus ac-

counted tor lour toucturowns in his first college
start. leading Florida State's rout of Tulane.
McManus, who was redshirted last year...threw
for two touchdowns 1111(1 Fall for two Ilion' in the
Seminoles' ninth consecutive season-opening
victory. Ttlialle, with Mack Brown making his
head coaching debut. lost its. sixth straight
season opener.
Quarterback Mike. Hold threw tor two
tom.'hdowns -and ran for -another and Thomas
Dendy rushed for two other scores for South
Carolina which set,a school yardage record
with
1136.
'The loss-will not have a great effect On our.
tea In because we realized before this game. who
we were• playing.'' Citadel Coach
Toni Moore
said. "Just like 1 /avid would finally realize. ;Liter
he had toface Goliath more than once."
Oregon tailback Tony Cherry'raii for 143 yard
on 34 carries, and- the Ducks 14;dii WS( 's
backfield comb of' Rueben. Mayes and- Kerry
l'orter tium'hinpt1 I RI
r t e rba ek- Chris Miller tossed three
touchdoivn passes as the teams combined for 981
offensive yards.

•

-
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Elliott 'feels like $1 million' after winning Southern 500
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports %%riter
DARLINGTON,S.C. iAP.i — Bill Elliott, drenched with sweat and showing the fatigue of his
emotional victory in the Southern 500, was asked
how he felt.
"I feel," he said,. grinning Wearily. "like a
million d011ars."
"Awesome Bill from Dawsonville" laughed.
having pulled off an amazing longshot Sunday in
-winning both the revered granddaddy of Grand
National stock car racing at Darlington International Raceway and the first $1 million bonus in
the history of auto racing.
The unique Winston Million was put up for the
first time this year as a plum for any driver who
could win three of the "Big Four" of Grand National racing.
The 29-year-old Georgian, under intense

pressure since winning the first two of the stock
car sport's crown jewels — the Daytona 500 and
the'Winston 500 — failed at the World 600 in May
when he succumbed to the smothering attention
of the national media off the track and a brake
problem on it.
This time, the drawling red-haired driver had
things under control all Wee k. dealing almost
placidly with the pre-race media attention and
meeting a series of near disasters on the track
with cool assurance.
Asked what he thought the chances of his
-faintly-run team winning the minion dollars
wtteri it was first announced last fall, Elliott said.
"Slim and none.
"We'd never won Daytona and never won
Talladega ( the Winston 5001 or here. To do what
we've accomplished this year is a remarkable
thing."

Sunday's, victory was truly remarkable, considering that rhlic1tt time and again barely avoided disaster on Darlington's treach
erous
1.366-mile oval.'
Several times he bumped with other cars in
traffic or had just passed slower competitors
Olen they became involved in accidents:
On the 318th of the 367 laps, Dale Earnha
rdt
slid sideways and tagged the wall just ahead
of
Ellttott. Elliott swerved low, but Earnhardt's
spinning car suddenly skidded off the wall and
down to the.44,h1iing and Elliott's Ford barely
got
past.
"I didn't khow which way he was going to go
and I don't know how close I was because I had
my eyes closed when I went by," Elliott said.
On lap 324, as he chased down leader Cale
Yarborough, the power steering hose on Yarborough's car broke-and released a fountain
Ii-

quid and steam in the fourth turn
"I closed my eyes on that one,
too," Elliott
chuckled.
'There were 1-; caution flags in
the grueling
race.
- Elliott took the lead for good with
43 laps remaining and went on to drive his
intimiti.4ting
Ford Thunderbird across the finish
line at an
average speed of 121 255 mph He was
just '06 01
a second ahead of Yarborough.
a Ove-time
Southern 500 winner.
Geoff Bodine. who made up a lost lap
during a
series of late caution flags, was a distant
third.
followed a lap down by Neil Bonnett
and Ron
Bouchard.
Besides the bonus, first place in Sunday's
rat,
— Elliott's 10th victory in 20 starts this
season —
was worth $53.725. giving Elliott ref•f ,r(1 •.t,its
oy,
rnings of S1.557,243

U.S. Amateur golf tourney

SCOREBOARD

Randolph overcomes back spasms for victory
WEST ORANGE, N.J. 1-up victory over Peter
APi — Someday Sam Persons of Macon,
Ga.
Randolph may think in their 36-hole chamabout his victory in the pionship final despite
U.S. Amateur, get a tw- severe lower
back
inge in his back and spasms.
remember a lot of good
The victory ended a
golf swings and a string of seconds for
the
chiropractor he met just 21-year-old Univers
ity
two days before winning of California golfer.
He
his major tournament.
finished second in this
Randolph of Santa event last year to Scott
Barbara, Calif., cap- Verplank and
was setured the U.S. Amateur cond to Clark Burroughs
on Sunday, scoring a of Ohio State in the

NCAA tournament.
And there were times
when he looked like he
would finish second to
Persons, the University
of Georgia golfer who
battled a cold putter the
final round.
Randolph finished the
first 18 holes 1-up over
Persons, but it was obvious his lower back
was giving him problems. It had begun
bothering him on Friday

and he was getting
spasms again Sunday,
especially when he addressed the ball.
After the first 18
holes, Randolph
telephoned Dr. Rich
Gueci, a Summit, N.J.
chiropractor who had
treated him on Friday
and Saturday. "Gueci
was not home, but he
was on the way to the
Montclair Golf Club to
check on Randolph.

Naming Cincinnati street after Rose
barely passes, 5-4, with City Council
CINCINNATI IAPI — members barely passed
Though one councilman Blackwell's resolut
ion,
called - it bad policy, the 5-4.
Cincinnati City Council
Cincinnati Mayor
just couldn't resist Charles Luken
wanted
renaming a street in the resolut
ion, even
honor of Pete Rose, the though a vote
on formalReds player-manager ly renaming the
street
expected to soon won't be taken
until
become baseball's all- Thursday, in
time to
time hit leader.
prepare Pete Rose Way
signs to honor Rose's
"It's a great way to historic hit. Rose was
celebrate what makes only eight hits shy of
us Cincinnati, hard breaking Cobb's record
work, determination on Saturday.
and aggressiveness,"
Luken said it was
said Cincinnati City "embarrassing" that
Councilman J. Kenneth the council did not pass
Blackwell.
the resolution
Blackwell made the unanimously.
resolution Friday to
Council members Amn
rename Second Street Bortz, Peter Strauss,
after Rose, calling it Marian Spencer and
Pete Rose Way. Council Bobbie Sterne voted

against the renaming.
They said they liked the
hustling, aggressive
44-year-old Rose as
much as any Cincinnatian, but they wanted
Blackwell's request to
go through regular
channels.
"We're not in that big
a hurry," Stratiss said.
Bortz said it was "bad
public policy" to
rename streets and
force businesses to have
to pay for the cost of
changing the addresses
on their stationery.
Also, the resolution
breaks a rule of the the
council's Committee on
Names. The rule requires a person to be
dead before a street or

Sindelar ace grants BC title
ENDICOTT, N.Y. three-minute gap there know
if 1 could hit the
(AP i — Before the final
while the other - guys next shot."
round of the $300.000 played out, because that
B.C. Open, Joey kind of yelling will bring
Sindelar's stunning
Sindelar and his wife. tears to your eyes," 5-iron
shot, which
Suzanne, discussed the Sindelar said.
bounced about 10 feet
vagaries of golf aS they
"Mike had just from the flag and rolled
drove the 40 miles from
bogeyed the hole, so in, gave him an imtheir home at there was a three-shot mediate
two-shot edge
Horseheads, N.Y.
swing there," he added. over Lietzke and Reid
•'We decided I could "I was fortunate there and boosted him
to the
win big or win by a little, was a pretty good $54,000 first prize
and
or lose by a little or lose calming-down period. his second
victory of the
big." Sindelar said.
For a while, I didn't year.
As it turned out,
Sindelar won by a little
— one shot over Mike
Reid — in a most improbable way.
The 27-year -old
Sindelar. a co-leader
with Bruce Lietzke after
54 holes, had a hole-in•
one on the 212-yard 14th
hole to break out of a
three-way tie and into
All Local Cars-Select Your
the lead
t
Choke for only $1500"
Sindeliar, a gallery
favorite because of his
origins in New York's 1979 Dodge Omni, 4 door
Southern Tier, said he 1978 Datsun 510 Station Wagon
knew by the "special 1978 Datsun 510 Sport
Coupe
sound" from the yelling
1978
Toyot
Corol
a
la
Liftback
SR5
gallery that the ball had
1978 Mercury Grand Marquis, 4 door
gone in.
"I was all excited 1975 Lincoln Town Car, 4 door
when I heard all the peo- 1975
Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 4 door
ple yelling at the hole,"
1973
VW Campmobile
he said. "I even forgot
to fix the ball mark. 1978 Datsun Pickup
Bruce had to fix it for
At Other Prices
me. •
55 other previously owned local
"It was a good thing
there was a two. or
cars on lot with actual miles. In-

city structure is named
after her.
The city now will
unveil the Rose street
signs the day or night of
the hit to be followed by
a celebration, Blackwell
said.
Blackwell's first attempt to get a street
named after Rose failed. In April, the councilman made a motion
to rename Second Street
after Rose, even suggesting that Riverfront
Stadium's address be
changed to 4192 Pete
Rose Way from 201 Second Street.
The Council didn't pay
much attention to
Blackwell's motion
about honoring the
city's baseball hero in
April, though a member
of the names committee
made a prediction that
partially came true
Friday.
"Just last week in our
meeting,one of the committee members said. 'I
betcha when Pete Rose
breaks that record
they'll want to name
everything in the city
after him.'" said Ron
Meyer, who in April was
the city's acting chairman of its Committee on
Names.

Gueci treated Randolph on the tee of the
23rd hole and again
after the 27th. this time
in the clubhouse.
Gueci said the problem was an inflamed
muscle in Randolph's
lower back.
United States Golf
Association rules do not
prohibit treatment provided it does not
substanially slow down
play.
After the treatment,
Randolph won the 28th
hole to go 1-up, but Persons evened the match
with a birdie at the 29th
and went 1-up with a birdie on the 31st hole.
Randolph evened it with a 6-foot birdie on
No. 32. He took his final
lead on the 35th hole, hitting a wedge to within 18
inches and sinking a
birdie.

7th shutout
makes Tudor
league's best

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Maps League Baseball
All Times EDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Toronto
Neu York
Detroit
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Briefly

cluding some TOYOTAS '83,'84,
& '85 models.

•

Buy now and save

With Slate Auto you can
insure your persona prop
erty jor current replace•
ment cost
except tor

certa,n rwe and valuable
items thaS call tor spec.al
Ail it takes is a
Replacement Cost Coverage endorsement to your
Homeowners Renters or
Candominium policy You
are covered tor the la cos:
of replacement or repair at
today S. prices ana with
no aepreCiat,on The extra
prern,um s se's r^odest

coveraae

PURDOM,.
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
Souths.de ol the ct square

Kentucky Prop Football
SAYll'RIBAll'IS GAMES
RtillItt East 12. Lou •Kv Countrs
lash
•
Lim Trinity A Lou !kiss
Massa, County.III 14 Reirtland
•-._NEStautl..LIrntraleCatit. 44AW:54wr.- belt (53 15
—
•
Pokes illy 27 Cumberland 21
Russell Co 34, LaRue Co 0
Taylor en 7 Campbellsville (I

Hatcher
Toyotalincoin Mercury
515 Southl2th St.
Murray
753-4961

.;..sis;wwiuse-

753-44b

Per

AN

•.•
•,
11 0
,
••••,•
,

Pct
623
594
54:1
521.
473
4h5
362
562 543
2
:515 6
SOOs.
1162 t1 453 14
360 23i,

'P m
(les eland Romero 1 3 al Toronl,,
p ri
Oakland John 4•5 al Mittim4kne , N144it-egur 10 11
,
5 05prr.
Boston Lollar S's at Texas •Iew art 5
35 p ri
Chit ago ; Nelson •
at Ear,..lSpm
Milwaukee OA- dn. u,4
II:^ ISpri
p
Tuesday s Games
California at Detroit
oakland at Baltimore 7 35 p r;
Seattle at New York • p ni
Boston at Texas I. 15 p rn
• •
Chu ago at Kansa,CIt!. }. 35 p rn
Ml1,14.1t1400' At Minnesota • 33 p
RATIONAL LEAGUE
East Ohnuon
WI
Pct
GB
7, is
A Vitrk
77
597
Ntanlioa!
7: 5.
554,
Prklaole-Ipt,3,4
i'l!tsburgt,
1.0. Angel.,
sar- I ore.

American Association
EASTERN DIVISION
W
L
73
6,
71
69
64
Ts
Si
79
WESTERN DIVISION
OkD City Rangrs •
E2
I ienver Reds; •
77
64
()mato. Royals
72
6.9
lowa !Cubs.
65
75
Sunday's Games
Oklahoma ('its S ornaha
Iowa 3 Denver I
Nrshs ille 5 Buffalo 4
Units,ille 6 Indianapolis 5
Monday s Games
Oklahoma City at Omaha
I lenver at losta
Buffalo at Nashville
Indianapolis at Lout,ille
End Regular Season
Louisville Cards
NaSfiyille t Tigers •
Buffalo ,Chisok
Indianapolis • F:xps

Pct
515
507
457
436

GB
•32

56o 546 1
51:7
454 :

4i5
4. "West Dwiston
74
it,. 54
0..5 60
60 Cs,
55 7
5: 77

•

4.4

14“,

Sunday s Games
;41 lam, 5 HoLattor.
Ciro innati 3 Pal,b,rgt
ILTha ago 15 Atlanta Philartelptia 4 Lai, Vrige,
San I 5a..e.4 S Montrra, 1
New 1}.}rk 4 San
Monday s Games
AZ.lanta 'Mahler :7 1 at I 11,16sre!
;
p
Esar 9 :
,
4 44 de... Ball.,
P!'aladelphaa
5 4 145 p rr
innati
▪ 7 or',
p rt.
Monttrai :-•4
Neu 11.r,
•7
41fo 4.

:7.
.17 s.,

trio,

14,
_ 4

C.

err A:

111,44
5401},;.-

gt

t

'an 1 ,0-e

Tuesday s Games
iii,st;,; at
_
p
Iis...l.pr... al Sa: F ran.
P ".
''in, Mnatt at Si t..0,14, C C,I ^.

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888
IIIMM111111.•••■=1".."

teme/Arrte.rtk/

Cif

ildr/11•
•

Sunday, Sept. 8, 1985
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in The Ledger and Times on Friday, Sept.
6. 1985.
Name of Grandparents
Photo
Name of Child
Cost $5.00 each

Angela Marie Elkins
3ranoaaogt7!er
Wayne 8$. Jea^ Mison

Justin Ray Holland

Ruby
Extra copies of paper
available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned
after page appears in paper.
Deadline for copy - 12 Noon
Sept. 5, 1985.

-COUPON-

IMIDIM =BM, ..4

Please insert my Grandchild (s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed),
Name of Child
__r

Name of Grandparents
Enclosed $5.00 per -photo or bill me at the follov ing
address.
Name:

••4

Dan McNutt —
State Auto Insurance

',no

Monday s Garnes
.4' .,:Xea '4,4. }, ...1r, • ,lator. 5 14} at Detr}}21 Tallat

Detroit 14. Oakland 3
GlikagO 4. Toronto 1
New York 5. California
Seattle 10 Baltimore 2
Bose IS Minnesota 3
Cleveland 11. Milwaukee 4
Texas 5. Kansas City 3

Your Personal
Property

IS IT Cz
INSURED AT
ORIGINAL OR
REPLACEMENT COST?

ki
TS
TU
67
61
54
47
West Ohnsion
73 57
69 5.
-67 63
.64 64
641
.5. 7i.
49 +0
Sunday's Games

California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
•
Minnesota
Texas

$1500

Car Sale

use a goad
ntagelOor
Stela Caen+ a mere

411.

Major League Bawball Standing..

Minor League
,4 AA Baseball

ST.LOUIS
AP) —
John Tudor's seven
shutouts are the most in
the major leagues this
year. He threw a sevenhitter and lowered his
ERA to 2.03 with Sunday's 5-0 decision over
the Houston Astros.
Tudor raised his
record to 16-8, striking
out five batters, walking
none.
The Cardinals ended
their three-game losing
streak and Houston's
four-game winning
streak. 'Willie McGee had
three hits, including his
seventh homer, and
raised his major-league
leading average to .367.

&&& •••

Address
.Mail To: The Murray Ledger & Times

. P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

•.
Jessica Jo Birdsong
• Jennifer Dale Birdsong

ot
S, Mrs Joe ob Ha+ey.
(Vat Gran,dparents
Aft ..&-Mr1; Brosilks Doores
-GrearG?OfinOrner
• Mrs Lura:

*PM+
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(,umbel to host
show for kids

'ft •

By Abigail

Dean)

Van Buren

Legal

Organ Donor's Gift May
Last Someone's Lifetime

-

DEAR ABBY The letter you pub
lished recently from a healthy man
asking why he must. die before
donating one "or his kidneys brings
to mind my own recent experience. I
am a relatively healthy middle-aged
man who recentiv went through two
emergency major surgical procedures. My organs, I assume, are in
fine condition, and I would have
been willing and happy to sign an.
organ donor certificate.
Although my life was in imminent
danger, neither my surgeon, my
family physician, nor anyone at the
hospital made such a suggestion.
During my recuperation, l saw a
group of peopleon a television talk
show who were anxiously awaiting
kidney donors in order that their
lives could be saved.
Why can't the medical community
be more cooperative to those organizations handling organ transplants
so that in situations such as mine.
the (,pportunity to gain healthy organs is not lost'
ANONYMOUS ATTORNEY

"When that . happens.' do not
attempt to instill artificial life
into my body by the use 'of a
machine. And don't call this my
'deathbed.' Call it my 'bed of
life,' and let my body be taken
from it to help others lead fuller
lives.
"Give my sight to a man who
has never seen a sunrise, a
'baby's face or love in the eyes of
a woman.
"Give my heart to a person
whose own heart has caused
nothing but endless days of pain.
"Give my blood to the teenager who has been pulled from
the wreckage of his car, so that
he might live to see his grandchildren play.
"Give my kidneys to one who
depends on a machine to exist
from week to week.
"Take my bones,every muscle,
every fiber and nerve in my
body and find a way to make a
crippled child walk.
"Explore every ,corner of my
brain. Take my cells, if necesDEAR ANONYMOUS ATTORsary, and let them grow so that
N EY: Good question. But it
someday a speechless boy will
would seem inappropriate, and
shout at the crack of a bat and a
downright ghoulish, to suggest
deaf girl will hear the sound of
to one t'hose' life is in imminent
rain against-tee windows.
danger to sign an organ donor
"Burn what is left of me and
card.
scatter the ashes to the winds to
Although millions of people
help the flowers grow.
carry donor cards indicating that
"If you must bury something,
immediately after their death
let it be my faults, my weaktheir usable organs may be harnesses,and all prejudice against
vested to help the living, the
my fellowman.
majority do not.
"Give my soul to God.
Thank you for giving me the
"If by chance you wish to
remember me, do it with a kind
opportunity to remind others to
deed or word to someone who
become organ donors. There is
absolutely no cost to the Oiler_
needs You. If you do all I have
asked, I will live forever."
or the .iecipient of any organs
•
Donor cards are available by
donated after death.
writing to: The Living Bank,
This little essay, written by.
P.O. Box 6725, Houston, Texas
Robert N. Test, brought a wind77265. Include a legal size,
fall of new donors each time it
stamped (39 cents), self-adwas run. Let's hope history will
dreissed envelope. I have carried
repeat itself:
' suelp a card for 15 years and feel
"At a certain moment a doctor 1
there is nothing I can leave
will determine that my brain
after my death that will be of
has ceased to function and that.
greater value.
for all intents and purposes, my
life has stopped. .
S.

E
WERE ThE
7
300K5
7EAC.-ER LeJANTEr US
REAC
S SUMMER?

NOU MEAN NOU
KEW THEM YET, 51R?
SCAM_ STARTS TOMORROW

CLASSIFIEDS
1

school not
exempt from
smoking rule
LOVELAND, Colo.
(AP) - Berthoud High

School teachers who
smoke have been
assigned the school
boiler room for their
cigarette breaks, due to
the city's new smoking
ordinance.
The room was
designated the school
smoking room after the
Ordinance ordered
sepearate areas for nonsmokers and smokers in
Loveland.
•
•
Larry Stone, an assistant superintendent for
the Thompson School
District, said the ordinance affects only
schools within Loveland
but schools outside the
-city, such as Berthoud
High, are complying
with the ordinance
voluntarily.

I HAVE A
60012 EXCUSE..

2

Legal

LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Bryant Gumbel, morning television anchor of
INVITATION
the "Today Show," will
TO BID
1976 Ford Transit Vans (2) 9.50x16.5 used
host NBC!s new monthly
radial tires (10). Vans & tires may be inafter-school program
spected at City Hall, Murray, Ky. between
aimed at teen-agers, the
the hours of? a.m.-3 p.m. Sealed bids will
network said.
be accepted on Sept. 5, 1985. Transit
Gumbel, who will still
Authority reserves the right to reject any
perform his early mornor all bids. All sales will be final. Bids will
ing anchor chores on
be opened 7 p.m. Sept. 5, 1985. Best bid will
"Today." will be host on
be notified by the Transit Authority on
eight "Main Street"
Bept. 6, 1985.
programs beginning
Sept. 24. "All of the
story subjects will be
about young people as
Notice
2
2
seen through their
otice
eyes." NBC said of the
Jim Suiter &
news magazine format.
Rex Camp
Jerry
Henry will
The one-hour proBackhoe
grams, to be produced
be
in
our
by NBC News, are the
showroom
Service
network's entry into the
from
Install
6:30-8
new septic
:00
after-school program
systems, repair on
Mon., Tues.,
market dominated by
ABC and CBS. Both the
Thurs., Fri.
old systems. 30
"ABC Afterschool
PURD
yrs. experience.
OM
Specials" and "CBS
MOTORS, INC.
Licensed by State
Schoolbreak Specials"
Olds Pont Cad -Buick
are primarily dramas.
Health
Dept.

nZT

Ceramics Christmas hours starting
Sept. 9. will be open
Mondy & Friday
lp.m.-_9p.m... Tues
OSM TOLOGY by
LaDora. a new hair
salon. Cut/set$10.00.
Call 753-01358. Closed
Sat.
to you like country
decorating? Then you'll
love the new Country
Home Collection. Be .the
first in your area to
have a home -lathering.
437-4711.
NEED immediately 100
people seriously interested in losing weight
Call 1-800-992.9991

YOGA
Vigorous•Gentle
7-9 p.m. Tuesdays
Starts Sept. 3
435-4261
8 weeks-540

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYI (IR
CHEVROLET
753 2617
FIBERGLASS Panels( white or green) 8'14.75; 10'- . $5.85; 12'16 .95. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
Paris: 901-642-2552.
WATCHES. Quality Swiss
made replicas. Famous
make. Overnight delivery. Call for free brochure. 1-800-431-1140.

NO CREDIT

CHECK'
'LIMITED OFFER 'MC VISA
Recieve a M
Card or Vis4
credit card regardless of you,
past credit history or preser,i
marital status
(No Sayings
Account Required'',

GUARANTEED!
For application call
LMEDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

THE LIBRARY 15
CLOSED TODAY!

iek -A

Now
has rental
storage available
Phone 759.-177 0'
come by

Parkside
Car Wash
502 N. 8th
5

Lost and

Found

LOST
2 male, fluffy,
yellow cats on S.
10th St. If Und
please
;:all
753-9964 after 10
a.m. Both cats
have
been
neutered and have
all their shots.
$20 FOR return of
female Tabby cat. Lost
in May, vacinity of 12th
& Payne ,
s Please call
753-989S
6

Help Wanted

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped en.velope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
FXCELLENT income
for home assembly
work. For info call
504-646-0315 Ext. A-719.
\TANAGER wanted for
IVtarble Plant at Mid
Western Marble Co.
Option for profit sharing or stock in company.• Top qualified
personnel only. Must be
experienced, no other
need apply. Send complete resume to P.O.
Box 1040-P. Murray.
Ky.
NEED a job7 Four,
openings now. You may
qualify tf 1 you. are
between 16 8z 21 yrs. old
you ".h-ave dropped
out of school for 9 month
or more, 3i you don't
hav-e
high -sC11.001
diploma or GED. Call
- JTPA -Out Or School
753-9375, if no one
answers call 753-3033
and leave name, address & phone number.

.iAT AbOUT

WHAT ABOUT
DOING THE
DISHES WHAT
ABOUT TAKING
OUT THE TRASH ?

Financial help while training

advance
commission
vested
' • renewals
A MBA
excellent corn
pany Complete line of A 8
H and Universal Life Pro
ducts Including major
medical and nursing home
policies For appointment
call Sharon. -Mon -Fn. 9
am •11 30 a.m.
502 781-7270

WE need salespeople.
Must have car, no
travel. Prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions,
high earning potential.
Cal) Larry Suiter 9-5

lk.49e5Uri'versePressSyndicaly

When fleas go unchecked

daily 502.362-s652.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

OIMISUnitedreatureSynecateloc
4-

-

LOOK WHAT
5ARGE HAG
PLANNEP FOR
1J5 TODAY

,-4EAPO 11-415
Qes-AuRANT
r.6

EXPSNSIVE

I 201•er KNOW
WHY HE BOTHERS
TO erET UP

r I GUESS -1-1-1ERE
ARE

36 Make ready
39 Shoot at from
cover
1 Disconnected
42 Note of scale
Himalyan
43 Steeple
mammal
45 Pledge
11 Defaced
46 Greek letter
12 Baking pans
48 Primitive
14 Vitasine symbol
reproductive
15 Skater Heiden
body
50 Free of
17 Horaldry:
51 Is ill
granted
53 Painful
18 Female ruff
55 Neon symbol
20 Glides
56 Feeble-minded23 Chinese pagoda
noes
24 Finishes
59 Repast
26 Choice part
. 61 Famed
82 Ancient chariot
28 Thing
29 Gymnastic feat
DOWN
31 Marine snails
1 Dormant
33 Dray
2 Either
35 God of love
3 Native metal

Answer to Previous Puzzle

gum

mom

A
RAG
EDI T
OFEIAS
AGO
AM
ADAM
HIT
OF
ERIE
MISS
SNIP
NELL
OPT
TITLE
SLOP
EE
ASSETS
AMEGICE
DH
ACTS
PROUD
I ER
HALL
ILLS
CIDAR
REAP
EA
DUN
DR gra T
LE I
URGE
ANEW
EGO
TOES
LODE
4 Old-time slave
5 Roman
magistrate
6 Postscript:
abbr

EMMEN =WM
=ME= =MEM
ME UMW
ME=
MEM MIIIMME MEM
NNW MINIM ME
MENEM EMMA=
MINIM MIME
MMEEEMM MEM.
ME MUMMA MINIM
MEN MENEM MEM
MINIM
MINIM ME
MEMEMM
MEM MEM
10

vvE CAN'T LANI2 NOW. NOT UNTIL WE FIND
MR. WALKER ,t/e TELL THE
ORID6E TO TURN US
TOO LATE,
CAPTAIN„

48.0117

WE'RE
ALREADY
IN „

* 7POR
THE GN057
WHO WALK,.

4••

7 Exclamation
8 Born
9 Depression
10 Reach
11 Female horses
AO-Chairs-16 Young horse
19 Elicit
21-Metal strand
22 Mixes
25 Breaks,
suddenly
27 Short jackets
30 Snares
32 Willow
34 Journey
36 Beg
37 Fixed portion
38 God of love
40 Ached
41 Church official
44 Wear away
47 Singing voice
49 Goddess of
• discord
52 Follows Fri
54 Abstract beirrg
- 57 Earth goddess
58 Suffix: provided
with
60 Neon symbol

Help Wanted

22
XVI

America's
Newest
Party Plan

con
Ma
1243
XVI
woo.
corn
$450.
Na.s1

Christmas around
the world, hiring
home makers to
demonstrate
Christmas decorations. Good pay. Can
earn at least '8 an
hour, 12 weeks,
part-time. Free '300
Kit. No investment.
No collecting. No
delivery. Call Carlene
Lovell, collect
502-333-6951 or
write Rt. 1, Sturgis,
Ky. 42459.

Storage

INSURANCE
SALES CAREER

OUR OTHER,
RESPONSIBILITIES
AT HOME -7

6

Parkside

753-9224.

Happy
4nniv ersary
Gwen and Robin
One Day Late

Notice

PASCHALL Truck
Lines safety dept. is
looking for experienced
road drivers.
Qualifications: 25 years
old, 2 years of recent
over the road experience. current
license & good driving
record. Applications
will be accepted at the
Murray Terminal, Hwy.
641, Mon.-Fri. from 8-5.
REPS needed. For business accounts. Fulltime $60,000 to $80,000.
Part-ttme $12.000 to
$18.000. No selling. Repeat business. Set your
.awn..
..Train44vg.
provided. 1-612-938-6870.
Mon -Fri. 8A.M. to
5P.M. CST.
ALESPERSON. New
vacation resort on Lake
Barkley looking for
several enthusiastic
persons if you are over
19, have a pleasant look
and an outgoing personality. This -could be
the opportunity of your
lifetime. Call 502-9245814

HELP
WANTED
Person experienced in appliance &
T.V. installation &
delivery.
Call
753- 17 13
for
appointment.
9

Situation Wanted
WILL do housecleaning.
experienced, dependable. references Call
753-6043.
WILL do housecleaning.
-Call -48S-4822.
VIII.% stay with elderly
at home or in hospital.
at night. Good references. Call days
753-4410. nights 753-4590.
10. Business Opportunity
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, -901-4792306.
SMALL country grocery with large inventory, making money. 2
or 3 bedroom house
attached. Bell .,City
area. 442-7569..

11. Instruction
LYNDIA Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics.
Register now. 753-4647.
14 Want to Buy
DEALER wants to buy
yery old furniture, depression _glass. fesita
glass, old coke material. Call 753-3642 after 5
o'clock call 753,5738.
FARM "wagon with good
running gear. approx.
15x8 feet. Call 753-0640
before 5p.m ask for
Laura.
FORECLOSURE? We
have an investor that
will make-up -your back
payments for an
ownerqhip interest. You
'stay. Dial Mary Jane
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
15. Articles for Sale
/it BLACK shingles 320.95 sq. While supply
lasts. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris, 901-642-2552i
5 GAL. black top sealer16 .95. Mid -South
Wholesale Building: 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-25527
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear /03-(1595.WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
16 Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL•heavy
duty dryer With 3 temp
-selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Fartn Equipment
'.1300 JD Combine, bi:Ah
headers, good -condition. Call 435-4155.
- REIS- Belly tractor &
equipment. Call 753-0718
• or 753-4418.

20. Sports,' Equipment
\‘,iNCHESTER, Model
1200, 12- guage, 3O Inch.
ventalated rib, good eon.'
dition. MO. Call 753-0442
after 4 pm
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CLASSIFIEDS
22 . Musical

24. Miscellaneout

ALTO sax, excellent
condition. Must sell.
Make offer, Call 7591243.
ANTIQUE solid cherry
wood piano, excellent
condition. Mutt sell.
$450. May be seen at 720
Nash after 3:15p.m.
KIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman Furniture 208.
Main St. Murray 7534834.

MF-250- new- 42 HPdiesel- power steering.
power adjust rearsauxiliary hydraulics.
best seat- extra heavy
rear end- bumper- fluid
In rear tires- stabilizer
bars & brackets. 2 year
warranty- list. price
$16239, 2 in stock- sell
for $9995. See Gene or
Will Ed at Stokes Tractor 753-1319.

24. Miscellaneous
liSED washer az dryer,
great shape. $225 for
pair. Call 7519829.
WHIBLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753°595
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Motorcycles
Farms for Sale
47
52 Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
128 ACRES in Calloway.. YAMAHA YZ60 motor1983.
19
PI'.
Baja,
350
SMALL Engine Repair. ROOFING, Plumbing,
County. 3 miles from cycle & helmet. Call
I/O. stainless steel
BAILEY
Will repair chainsaws, Concrete work, Ad
Dexter & 8 miles N. of after 5:30p.m. 753-3020.
prop. Very low hours.
lawn mowers, etc around ditions, Painting,
Murray on 2000 ft. of
Call
436-5356
759-9576
or
CARPET
Kirksey area. Call 489 ' General Carpentry.
blacktop road. 32 tillaUsed Cars
2712.
ble acres & 96 acres of 49
P.A. Molony Co
woods rolling, small 1966 MUSTANG, red, g 53. Services Offered
STUMP REMOVAL 753 8628 . Free
Free Estimates
barn & 2 wells. Make-tt-, cylinder automatic,
SERVICE
Tired of Estimates.
reasonable offer. 219- runt good, nice. Call ALL type masonry
unsightly stumps and
759-19
83
work.4.
block,
brick.
926-2798.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
mowing around them?
753-4679 after 6p.m.
concrete, driveways.
We can emove any
1978 DATSIJN B-210 sidewalks, patios,
BAILEY'S
12x65 2BR. 2 bath, large • 46. Honfes" for Sale
house
LICENS
ED
Electrici
an stump and leave a fresh
Hatchback, very sharp, foundations,
kitchen, central air.
new
for
resident
FARM
LUMBER
ial
and seed bed with no darn
ref.... range, must be 2BR house, 115 -S. 10th. $1000. Call 474-2325.
chimneys or chimney
commercial. Heating age, to su-Pro-unding
Newly
renovated
.
ready
1977
machine
HONDA
sZTFOrs
'moved. .12x36 screened
SUPPLY
repair. 25 years exand air condition, gas lawn Larry Wood 753
good condition, $600. porch, utility room, and to move in. Open house automatic, new paint, perience. Free esinstallation and repair 0211
Has tobacco
Call 753-8918 between 200 AMP service pole 1-5 Saturday end Sun- rebuilt engine, $1000. timates. Call _Charles
Phone 753 7203.
24. Miscellaneous
8:30 & 5:30.
Call 474-2325.
available. Reasonable. day 759-1813, 753-6123.
Barnett 753-5476.
sticks $18.00
L&J
Sanitation County
2
BR
house,
goes
into
Aluminum
1979 TRIUMPH Spit- APPLIANCE
436-5846.
8 FT. flourescent lamp.
Garbage
Pick
the
Up.
6
bag
realtors
hands
per hundred.
if
dieselnot fire. very good condi- SERVICE. Kenmore.
16 HP- with 54" 1976 12x65 NEW Moon,
$1.75 each, 4 ft. flourett
limit, $7 per month. Cal
Service Co.
sold
cent lamp- $1.50. Coffee center mount mower- ,2BR, 11/2 baths, spac- Grove this week. Lynn tion. Best offer. Call Westinghouse, 436 2264.
Industr
ial Rd.
Aluminum and vinyl
area. $34,000. If 759-1259.
Whirlpool. 23 years
table, end tables & turf tires- the ultimate ious living room & intereste
siding. Custom trim
MITCHELL Paving
d call 435-4150.
Murray, Ky.
1979 Z-28, loaded, needs experience. Parts and
couches- $35 & up. lawn mowing machine kitchen. on 3/4 acre lot
Sealing striping, repalr
work. References.
Bedroom suites with plus you have 3 point lift with front & back 3 BR house, 2 bath, motor repair, $2500. service. Bobby Hopper.
759-1099
Call Will Ed Bailey,
Bob's Appliance Ser- & complete asphait
beci.chest, dresser, box & PTO for other yard & porches. Also,' 12x20 great room. 1 1/2 story, Call 759-9960.
753-0689
springs & mattress. garden work. List price storage building with next to East School. 1 1984 Z28 Camaro. black. vice... 202 S. 5th St. installation. All lob's.
large -& small Call
$175. Solid oak tables & $7446. 1 in stock to sell masonite siding & slant acred shaded lot. Must fully loaded. 9.000 Business 753-4872. 436B R NG your mowers WET BASEMENT. We
753 1537.
roof carport. Very good see to appreciate. Buy miles, $11,000. Call 753- 5848 (homei.
chairs, old kitchen for $6495 with
now and get low rates. 3146 or 492-8987.
MO-WING, hauling, (riding & push), tillers, make wet basements
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
cabinet with porcelain financing for 60 months. condition. 759-4093.
chain
dry Work completely
pull-our top, antique See Gene or Will Ed at 2 BR house trailer. $35.000. Call 753-8848.
1980 MAZDA 626 5- Factory authorized for trees and bushes pruned nines saws, small en
and welding to guarantee_d___Call or
or
removed_
Reasona
eouches, used freezers, Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Tappan.$1500. See Lewis Dun- 1SY contractor, new
Kelvinator and
speed, ac. AM -FM
Woody's Repair for write - Morgan Con
BR, 2 bath brick & cassette, good
refrigerators. washers
can, Dexter, Ky.
condi- Brown. Service on gas ble rates, good re
their tune up and over
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
& dryers. George Hodge
3 BR double wide near cedar house ready to tion. Call Tracy 759-1712 and electric ranges, ferences. Call Jerry at haul.
FOR
SALE
Cherry Corner 409A, Paducah, Ky.
8z Son, Dixieland Shop.
microwaves, dis• 759 9661
Ky. Lake at Hamlin. move into. Priced in the or 753-9881.
Road, 753 5668. Pickup 42001 or call 1 442 7026.
New
Ashley
ping Center, 753-4669.
Ky. Call 753-8964 ,leave 60's. Call 753-3903.
1980 OLDS Cutlass hwashers. re• NEED work on your. &
delivery. Work WILL do bush hogging.
BY owner, 3 BR bAck Supreme, ps,
Fireplace Insert.
C Brokers, Industrial
message anytime.
pb, tilt, frigerators. etc. Earl trees? Topping, prun Guaranteed.
home in country. cruise, 350 V-8,
ing, shaping, complete
Call 753-8590.
Rd. now offers lawn
MUST Sell, 2 br."-12x65 Kitchenextra Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Call
753-1794
den combina- clean, extra sharp. Call 5341.
remoVal and more. Call THWEATT'S Mterna
renovation service. We
WILL haul wtoite rock,
Melody
home,
newly
after 4:00.
B OVER'S TREE tor, Generator & Starter sand, lime, rip rap and
DENNIS McClure conhave Stec Dust, a new
carpeted, refrigerator, tion, living room, 1 436-5462.
Service (rebuilt & re
plant food material that
masonary sand, coal,
stove, washer, dryer, 2 bath, utility room, work 1981 MERCURY Lynx struction, roofing. SERVICE for Pro
paired). Rt. #1, Almo.- dirt, gravel, fill sand. •
shop, garage, wood wagon.
fessiona
l
painting,
is extremely fast acting OREGON
tree
plumbing
,
care.
incondition
air
er
pb,
units
ps,
ina/c.
saw chains
Ky.
stove
42020,
&
electric
shop
heat.
(502)753
terior or exterior. 753-0338.
on soil P.H. To have 3/8" Pitch
Call Roger Hudson,
for 16" bar- cluded. Carport. Good TVA insulated, storage am/fm. $2600. Call
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt
healthy, durable grass $7.99,
ODD job specialist, 8742.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
20"- $8.99. Wallin condition $5,500. Call 527- building, 1 acre with after 6p.m. 753-9553,
I, Sedalia.
you must have a good Hardware.
ceiling fans,. electrical, TREES trimmed or
1261 before 5 pm. 753-0956
Paris. Tn.
barn and fence for 1982 PONTAIC Grand FENCE sales at Sears plumbing, fencing
P.H. in your soil. We
You reMoved. Also, yard
Prix, all power, air,
FtOADMASTER rowing after 5 pm.
Guaranteed Repair
horses.
offer complete service.
OR rent, 2 BR. 14x5.5. 1 7 5 3-0$38.000. Call automatic, excellent now. Call Sears 753-2310 name it, I do it. You_ work. Experienced
machine.
Also,
10
speed
5 30 for
Free
We will aroate. fertilize,
Service
estimate
for
Cali
s.
buy,
free
I
estimate
install.
for
You
1/2 miles on 641 South. information.
condition. Call 753-1580.
lime, spray for un- Murray bicycle. Call Call 753-6156.
On Car & Home Stereo
your needs.
break, I fix. Call 436- 436-2690.
1982
Z28,
black
&
759-4707
gold.
after
4p.m.
ENJOY country living
wanted vegetation.
'FREE work. Complete
GENtRAL HOME 2868.
World of Sound
•
TRAILER for sale. in
this 2 BR home on excellent condition, REPAIR: 15- years -ex- -PAIN
prepare seedbed & ROYAL 440 manual
removal, topping
12x60,
must
see
Brandon
sell.
Cali
222S 12th
Dills
759-4582.
typewrit
er, excellent
3/ 4 acre lot. White
seefding. •Call 753-4533
&
perience
stumps re
. Carpentry. hanging, commerical or
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
753-5865
frame house with 1984 FORD Escort L. concrete, plumbin
day, 759-4640 night for condition. $75. Call 435rhoved.
Insured. Call
g, residential, Free es
2-door, hatchback,
free estimates & re- 4526.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent pickett fence enclosing automatic
roofing. siding. NO JOB timates, References. 25 753-0211.
with
air.
front yard. New carpet,
ferrals. We want you to SE ASONTED firewood TO SMALL. Free esyears experience.
oak, hickory, mixed 2 OR 3 BR, furnished, wood or electric heat. am-fm stereo. 6,000 timates. Days
55. Feed and Seed
have a beautiful lawn.
753-6973, Tremon. Farris 759.1987
REPAIRS
actual
miles,
sharp,
AC/natural gas, Shady Located. 12 miles. from
hardwoods $3.4/rick
nights
474-2276.
CB,
Stereos
and
TV
Mar
certified John- •
$5200.
Call
436-2165.
delivered. MM. order 2 Oaks 753-5209.
Murray in the Browns
MURRAY HOMES. AUTO
GT:TTERING by Sears.
stone, low endophyte
AIR compressors. Dill ricks. Call John Boyer NICE 2 BR trailer
TRUE VALUE
near Grove Community. 1985 FORD Mustang, Sears continuous gutsuper grass. Limited
PAINTING
Electric 753-9104.
753-0338.
Northside Shoppong Ctr
Murray. No pets. Call Only $20,000. Call 435- red, 2 door, am/fm ters installed'for your
supply. Brdadbent Seed •
cassette. clock & cruise.
4354 after 6p.m.
BRAND new, never HARDWOOD slabs in 489-2611.
753-2571
specifications. Call
Co. Cadiz Ky 235-5182
used, water purifier. bundles delivered.$80 a
NEED to ,move. Price Perfect condition. Call Sears .753-2310
for free
759-9598 after 7p.m.
Hooks up to kitchen load. 901-584-3306 after
Reduced
HOUSE
and
30. Buspess Rentals
estimate.
faucet. "Removes har- -'7.p.A71. Charley.. Tubbs
two lots. 3 BK. dining '72 CHRYSLER New
INTERIOR
mful chemicals, bacte- Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
room. kitchen., living Yorker. very good conEXTERIalt
new&
_used
parts.
Calf
ria, bad taste, ect. $125 SMITH Corona 70011
CREEK VIEW
room and utility room. 2 dition. '76 • VW - Rabbit,
PAINTING
474-2326.
firm! 7533711.
good
shape.
Call
storage
,759buildings
, carelectric type -writer.
SELF
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CAR batteries. 60 $100. Call 753-8170.
port, grape vines and 1868 after 6p.m.
WALLPAPERING
month. 85 amp, 460 CCA TRADE 4WD Inter8. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
berries
Wedding
vines. Price 74 HORNET. air conSTORAGE
55-24C $29.99. Wallin national Scout, excelditioning, good condi$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
Photography
Hwy. 641 N.
JIM
DAY
()VI I.?
•
Hardware, Paris, TN.
LEISURE lake living tion. Call after 5p.m.
lent condition, for 3/4
24 hr private entrance
.iiyi.R'..
753-8298
762-2349.
CASTIRON bathtub, ton truck of equal value.
for -the hurried life
PAINTING
I • I'!f
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
Ni F
753-6734
CARTER STUDIO
•
Enjoy the crisp fall MAZDA GLC deluxe,
commode, sink, vanity prefer Ford V8 stanRAISED PANEL DOORS o.
300
MAIN
ST.,
SUITE
Birch
B
753-3
• Oak • Walnut • CPsorry
716
weekends in this well 1984, 5 speed, air conwith mirror, all for $80. dard. 436-5806.
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
1 North 3rd Entrance
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Electric clothes dryer, MED dinette tables
maintained 2 BR. 2 bath ditioning, am-fm stereo
*
32 Apts for Rent
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
home. A perfect way to cassette. Call 753-9240.
$90. Call 759-1401.
si
CUSTOM
and chairs, twin beds,
BUILT
FURNITURE A FURNITURE REFINISHING
INSULAT
ION
blown
in
enter fall. Call Century
CORRIGATED metal school desks ,recliners.
GENERAL mainten • COMPETITIVE RIC'S Drop Ey A Soo Our Dlap4oy
by Sears. TVA ap
For Rent .
21 Loretta Jobs Realty 50. Used Trucks
roofing; 8'- $4.75; 10'- rockers, chests, ranges.
ance, roofing, painting •
•
proved.
Save
those
on
Nice furnished.apart753-1492 and talk to 1975 FORD 1 TO-n with
$6.20; 12' $7.45. Mid- refrigerators, coffee
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Pam.
Ntrxr7 Inw_s_rim grain bed. 1976 nigh heating and cool
South Wholesale tables, end tables,
ments fdr 1, 2, 3, or
le
•
••••••••••••••••9• •
ing bills. Call Sears Free estimates. Call
Bui
-542 East lamps. eouches and
Chevrolet 1 Ton with
4 students. Call
fortree 4742330.
11:2 bath, brick, 2 car service body. Phone - 7 53 .23
Washington; Paris; 901- chairs. Hard back and
SEWING Machine Rep
7535865. - • or
estimate.
attached 'garage, 15x24 753-7422, 8a.m.-5p.m.
642-2552.
paper back books. For
air. All makes and
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC
J.L.
McKnight
753:510
&
Sons
8.
swimmin
g
pool,
central
the best prices and best
1981 P.1.4 GMC Sierra Sawmill
models. Industrial, home
Poor
on
Farm
heat
&
air
on
71/2
used furniture and -apClassic. C-8 auto., ph
and bag closing machines
FARMERS- Ian
acres. $53,500. Also, 43 pa A/C- sell or trade Rd. Buyer of standing
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
40 yrs. experience. All
owners. Call AG pliances shop Trash and---I &- 2 BR apt -near acres
timber.
Call
753
7528
12
miles
N.
Treasure
of days 753-4703 or night
. 806 Coldwa- downtown Murray.
& Circle A Fencing)
work guaranteed. Ken
BRokers, Industrial Rd.
JOINER
'S
complet
Hardin,
e
122.500.
ter
Phone 759-4703.
Road, 753-4569
Adults only. Call 753NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
for soil testing service.
tree
service,
Gingerwo
32
yrs.
od
Realty
502- '72 CHEVROLET
4109. 762-6650. or 436Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Stella, Ky.
stacdust sales, spread42-8948.
2844.
pickup, ps. pb, ac. Good experience. Also,
ing service, lime
Soffit & Trim Work,
stumps
mechani
cally
NEW.
3BR brick, 2 condition, $1700. Call
WHIRLPOOL
1 BR furnished apt., air
spreading, culvert pipe,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Ray's Drywall
removed 10" below
baths, central heat & 753-9635.
conditio
ned.
College
etc. We want to do
Air Conditioners
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Sheetrock Hanging
boys preferred. No pets. air. approx. 2 miles east '81`GMC Step Side, very surface. Call 753 0366
business with- you.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
5,000
B.T.U.
Murray. Call 759-9619 sharp, excellent
Finishing
LEE'S
CARP
,
Ceiling
ET
121
North.
next
to
fair
Located across from
condiAluminum Screen Room Enclosures
after 4p.m.
CLEANI
NG.
For
all
$4.00
grounds.
Per
Sprayed.
753-3139.
Week
tion.
'84 Silverado.
Farris Grain. Call 753FENCING
your carpet & upholst
2 BR apt. Also: house on NICE 2 BR brick, good loaded. Call 753-5216.
4533 Day. 759-4640 night.
Free Estimates
10,000 B.T.U.
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm*Privacy
location.
ery cleaning. For a free
Call
753-9021.
lake.
Call 753-3530.
TRADE
GET ready for winter!
4WD
InterJoe
Pat
Ray
$6.50 Per Week
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
TAKING applications ONWER wants offer, on national Scout, excel- estimate call 753 5827.
Storm windows- $21.25
753 0038
18,000 B.T.U.
for Section 8. Rent spacious 3 BR. brick. lent condition, for 3/4 Satisfied references
ea. Stock sizes only.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 ranch. Living room with ton truck of equal value,
Mid-South Wholesale
$8.25 Per Week
BR. Apply Hilldale fireplace, large equipted prefer Ford V8 stanBuilding; 342 East
25,000 B.T.U.
Hopkins Insurance Agency
Apts.. Hardin, Ky. kitchendining area, gar- dard. 436-5806.
Washington; Paris; 901DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
$10.75 Per Week
Equal Housing age. beautifull 22x10 ft
642-2552.
Kentuc
ky Central Insurance Companie.
Gold
Silver
wood patio. Located in 5 1 . Campers
Opportunity.
GRAVELY tractor (With Approved
Feirvieiv
acres. Hwy 121 1973 VW
Closed
Closed
mower, dual wheels.
Campmobile.
Credit)
.
South. turn left on Old
33. Rooms for Rent
Yesterday 344.70
Yesterday
electric starter. Sulky
6 34
self contained, excellent
Salem
Road. Call 753-9706 condition.
Rudolph
Rototiller. Good condiROOMS for girls or
Call
Opened
759-1386
or
Opened
'
for appointment.
tion. $888. Call 759-1117.
759-9888.
boys near university.
Today
335.20
Today
6 24
Goodyear
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
OWNER says sell or 1982 MINI motor home,
OREGON bars for
Down
9.50
Down
10
721 S. 12th
trade, nicely remodeled 24 ft.. double air, rear
Homelite chain saws:
Compliments of:
34 Houses for Rent
older home, 3BR, 1 & bath, Chevy cljesaly with
12"- $11.99, 14"- $14.99.
753-0595
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
16"- $19.99, „20"- $25.99.
LARGE I BR house. 3/4 bath, 31/2 acres. 2 350 engine, 21,000 miles.
Call
408 So. 12th
713 S. '12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Wallin Hardware,
single or couple, no Miles west of Murray on like new. Call 753-0114.
Dr.
Tom
Hopki
ns
Murray, Ky.
Paris, Tn
pets. One year lease. Dock Wallace Rd. A 2 CAMPERS: 1) 17 ft.
753-7113
real charmer for only Nomad, sleeps-6. gas or
753-3913 before 9p.m.
We buy Gold. Silver 6. Diamonds
(502)753-6202
42071
$34,000. Affordable. electric. good condition.
Hours: 10-6 Doily: Closed Sunday
37. Livestock -Supplies
Coleman Real Estate. 2) 13 ft. Sportsman,
sleeps-4. ice box. 2
.
11 -GOATS, great for 753 9898.
clearing land & , for WHY rent? Only $2000 burner gas stove, good
buys 5000 interest in a condition. Call 474-2361.
profit. Call 753-8848. ..
three bedroom hOrne! If
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
38. Pets-Supplies
ever a home projected 52. Boats-Motors
HOSPITAL has on immediate opening for
ALL breed dog groom- an air of coziness and 14 FT. John Boat.
a Child Care Teacher to work on an as
ing. Now thru Sept. 20. good cheer this one pedestal seats. carpet,
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
needed basis. Duties would include direct
Free dip with each certainly does. :Once 12 ti.p. motor. trolling
co-mplete grooming. inside, the aura of motor, depth finder,
supervision of chitdren who range in age
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Free pick-up- and deliv- warmth does not battery & trailer. Call
from 6 weeks to 8 years and some
diminish-- bright spat 753-9240 or 753-0148.
ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
ious kitchen, French 16
T. Century
classroom responsibilities. B.S. in Early
CHUMBLER'S Pe"( doors
from dining room Mahogany inboard
Shop Dixieland Center
Childhood or Elementary Education preferis now open. Call 753- to screened sun room, runabout, needs varnred. For more information contact:
bountiful storage, with ish. Last low low price!'
7601.
6 a.m. • 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
traditional fireplace $450. Call 658-3697 day
HIDDEN Valley Kenserving the living area. or night.
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
nels
at
Kirksey
has
CARDIN CARMACK
boarding. Large dogs Another chance like this 1983 CREST UI. pontoon
CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
$4, small dogs & cats may not come along. boat. 24 ft, full furniture,
depth finder, CB. Camper
BUREAU FOR MANPOWER SERVICES
$2.50 per night. Also. Call Mary Jane now
female Pomeranians 753-1492 at Century 21 kit. 50 Hp Evenrude mo203 SOUTH 6TH ST.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
tor with, lift. Excellent
for sale. Call 489-2377.
TROUBLES
•••.
MURRAY, KY 42071
condition. Call
ETTER bird dog, 1 47. Motorcycles
436-2289.a
it's
If
with
fter
we)
6
pm
1/2 years old. Call
1979 HONDA XR-80, THE ideal starter
753-1596 or 759-9527.
pumps, plumbin
'CHM CNIM
excellent condition. Call Houseboat. 33 foot SeagoCHIMNEY SWEEPS
S NIOR CITIZENS
4
0
ing
435-42n.
after
4p.m.
with
.
electric
Prod
large
or
,
then I
uce
front deck.
AVE
Fr. Estimate
°odd*, *o.% Good P.c.
APPLES, cider for sale., 81 HONDA 200 3. 4 cyl-Volvo engine, air,
have
the
answer.
A RIGHT TO KNOW...
shower,
CHIMNEY
CLEANING
wheeler,
radios, tape
like new. $550.
Call 489-2467 Tucker
••••••
RI.0t,
player, excellent can&
Call 489-2642.
Coll
John
Glover,
,••••••• ••
...qt..
Vinyl
Orchard,
Afonsinurn
and
Landfill
Rd.
what a quality Medicare Supple•••, MOSS
RONDA 3-wheeler hon. Under $10,000. See at
trim
'conned
Custom
with
Stietto,
2
--Town-&Gettntry--Marina••••••••••ton••
ment insurance should cost. 4-3-- -R-e-a-t--f-strte---&wet 185. like nets ("Al or
618.524-2533
work. References.
492-8652.
753-3445
years experience.
BANK of Murray & Fm
Many Senior Citizens in Calloway
Call,„ Will Ed Batley,
H.A. repossessed proAnsweri
servic
ng
County are paying far more than
753-0619.
perties. Other listings,
WANTED:
provided.
Murray-Calloway Co
necessary.
Director for
Realty, 304 N. 12th St
753-8146 or -Ron Talent
If you are paying more than:
Weath
eriza
tion Program
753-9894.
HOME and 4 acres Qualifications:, High 'School graduate
$31.00 Monthly or
RANDY
located 2 miles fisom
$355 Annually
THORNTON
preferred. Four-years experience in a
Murray. An excellent
buy. Price just reduced to
HEATING AND AIR
you should find out why.
supervi
capacit
sory
Send
experie
y;
'Our
nce
in
the
a /pia
cited,
123.500. Phone Kopperud
CONDITIONING INC.
packages the eass
buildin
g
workin
trade
with
g
and
Realty.
753-1222.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recentle
way
ROME and EIN acres ofgovernmental programs. Salary:
omfoleted a cost study on
fered for sale, through
Use °UT convient
Minimu
m
$14,76
Maximu
2
$26,76
m
8.
Kopperud Realty. Prot:in9
pea
(
:
.If
•Ca
medicare supplements. The
service Vie acc,:egil
part-st-irialsidee- large-pond, several barns and
results of this study is upsetting
UPS packages for
Applications, accepted until Sept. 9,
•
.13-Free EstimYotes.
outbuildings. Price just
• •a•
shipment
to say the least.
reduced $20,000. Phone
1985. Send resume' to:-Chariest Wix"
- Satisfaction.
COURT
SQUAR
E
753-1222.
.
CALL
.Execuf
Directo
ive
West
r,
Kentik
tot
* Gtritronteed
tioPPERUD Many 'ofANTIQUES
Geesindelsetre erse cer•
Allied Seri-ices, Inc., P.O. Box 736,
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
fers and excellent selecDowntlawn
Call...
Aar Melee Om sales 1110141ser.
Oen of gmaiRstitomes. - all
Hes I. Merrey MHO Collenvey
Mayfigtd; KY -42966. "An Equal OpCourt *ware
753-7213
price ranges For all your
Ceseety 002 Oseilesse.
7535827
'53-7499
portunity -Employer"
Reel Estate needs phone
you may cut yqur cost in half.
753-8181
753-1222, or visit our office
at 711 Main .

CLEANING
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For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

CHILD CARE
TEACHER

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

4, -

911

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Poison

Control

Carrier

753-7588
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Mrs. Woods' rites toda)
Funeral services for
Mrs. Estelle Woods, 71,
of 1101 Poplar Street,
will be held today at 3
p m. in the Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home, with the burial to
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Woods died at 6:38
a.m. Saturday in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
,
She is survived by her
husband, Kelley Woods.
a son, Kelley Gene
Woods,• of Route 7, two
step -sons, Thomas
Woods. of Route 4, and
Relus C. Woods.
Paducah; a stepdaughter. Mrs. Willow
Dean Pace; of Jackson.
Tenn.: two sisters,
Lowell Zula Walker. of
Route 1. Dexter, and
Mrs. Peter (Ann'
Palmer. of Detroit,
Mich.; and one brother,
Alvie Lovett, of Taylor
Mich.
She is survived by
three grandchildren. 12
step-grandchildren and
I
Is
t
e
p
greatgrandchildren.
Woods was a member
of the Bethel United
Methodist Church.
Funeral services will
be conducted by the
Rev. Eulas Greer, with
Oneida White as the
soloist-organist.

t._

Pall bearers will be
Joe Walker. Jerry
Lovett, George Sorrel,
James Rose, Paul
Woods, and Dennis
Wads

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association

A Kentucky Depart- animals hence it is con- danger to humans,
ment of Agriculture pro- sidered an occupational public health officials
gram for vaccination of hazard for meat- have long had a procattle against packers, veterinarians, gram aimed
at
brucellosis, or Bang's farmers and livestock eradicating the
disease.
disease, has attracted producers.
Treatment of animals
NEW GRADUATE AND 2LT — Lisa E. Boucher,
considerable attention
In Animals
seems of little value, so
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Phillips and the late Jerry Bucher
In animals the the program was aimed
lately.
of Dawson Springs, received her B.S. degree in therapeutic recreation and
The funeral for John
A large portion of predominant, and often at isolating known carher commission as a 2LT in
the U.S. Army, through the Reserve Officer's
Armstrong was Sunday
Kentucky's urban the only symptom is riers and slaughtering
Training Corps (ROTC) program,in ceremonies held recently at Murray State
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
population, however, abortion of developing them, with compensaUniversity. 2LT Boucher
was selected for Reserve Forces Duty and
may not realize the fetuses.'Thus it can be tion to the owners. Meat
Roberts Funeral Home.
assigned to the Signal Corps
Branch, where she will drill one weekend per month,
Mayfield. Henry Hargis
seriousness of the 'tricky to diagnose for from infected animals
with a Reserve Unit.
is
while pursuing her civilian career. 2LT Boucher
disease nor the impor: the lay person, partly not a health hazard.
of Murray officiated.
was the C'adet Battalion
tance of control of because infected
Burial was in' Staff Assistant Public Affairs Officer during her collegiate endeavor
The vaccination pros and
earned the awards of; Marksman; Recondo; 270
brucellosis to public animals may recover gram promises to be
Highland Park
Club; Athletic Award; and
Scholastic Achievement, Shown pinning on her 2 LT
health.
Cemetery. Mayfield.
and fail to abort a se- another step toward
Bars are her brother,
Barry E. Boucher, also of Dawson Springs, and
Mr. Armstrong. 78;• of
In
cond time yet carry the eradication of the
Kentuc
ky,
its
her mother.
1149 South Ninth St.,
primary incidence is in disease to other disease.
cattle, though it can oc- animals.
Mayfield, died Friday at
Meantime for other
4:25 p.m. at his home.
cur in goats, sheep,
Brucellosis is found animals the same
By M.D. Ward
and relentless quetionn- say. For instance,
not
A retired farmer, he
swine, dogs and horses. everywhere in the preventive measures
"There have been ing by lawyers
nor are too long ago a Franklin It
was a member of Union grand jurors," stated
can also be transmit- world, and is caused by apply: because the
ther any strikes exercisGrove Church of Christ William Shakespeare,
County Circuit Court ted to humans, where it at least four known disease does not appear
ed by them which
in Calloway County.
Grand Jury roundly becomes a seriously strains of Brucella. in a herd by spon"since Noah was a sometime deplete
trial
He is survived by his sailor."
condemned the use by debilitating disease.
Spread of the disease is taneous generation but
juries of their best peowife, Mrs. Trixie Roach
the Governor of state
primarily oral through is always carried into
Microorganism
And that's a long ple. Trial juries are
sup- police in
Caused by the body fluids, though it the herd by other
Armstrong: one time.
escorting par.
posed to know nothing
daughter, Mrs. Janice
tying dignitaries around microogranism may be transmitted sex- animals, it is importan
Fortunately, the about criminal
t
cases
Overcast. Huntsville, grand jury system has
the Bluegrass at Derby Brucella abortus and ually during breeding.
to know that animals bebefore they are heard.
Ala.; two sons, Gene survived to this day in
time. Their criticism several other related
Brucellosis in goats ing introduced are clean
The more grand jurors,
Armstrong. Mayfield. most states and serves
was right on mark as no microogranisms it af- closely resembles the of the disease.
however, the better
and Larry Armstrong, as a tremendous asset to
one can deny that this fects animals and disease as seen in cattle
Blood and other tests
their function since it is
Rt. 7, Mayfield: one our criminal justice
utilization of our state humans quite and humans can con- are accurate.
an investigative body.
sister, Mrs. Sallie system.
tract the disease from
law enforcement agen- differently.
Secondly, grand
In humans the incuba- contaminated goat's
Johnson, Murray: nine
Good Public Health
Our grand jury juries protect the inno- cy is a waste and an
grandchildren: four system arose out of the
abuse of the taxpayer's tion period lasts from milk as well as from
Control of brucellosis
cent as well as indict the
great-grandchildren.
money. Not only do five days to several cow's milk. In swine, Is only one of several
dark ages when monar- guilty. In this state,
it grand
juries have the months (average two the disease more closely areas in which the exchs of Europe would requires nine out
'of the
benefit of the insights weaks) after which the resembles the symp- pertise of veterinary
charge people with in- twelve to return
a and
opinions of twelve victim h-as fever toms of the disease as science contributes to
famous crimes and have criminal indictme
nt —
separate individuals (sometimes as high as seen in humans in that it the general well-being
them tried secretly and that is a crimina
l
condemned without charge. The common coming from all walks 105 degrees), chills, produces a systemic in- of the public.
\I( 0 NT STEPLINi;.
Al' — The keekend
Licensed Kentucky
benefit of jury or public sense and wisdom of of life — they also have severe headache or fection. Sheep tend to be
.drowning of an '..month-old Montgomery County
awareness. The grand these people represen- the political and moral other pains, and general more resistant and to veterinarians are
boy in a water bucket was an accident, Coroner
courage which come malaise. The symptoms recover spontaneously. knowledgeable in this
council, as it was: first ting a cross section
Conrad Herald said.
of with
numbers and Usually last from one to Dogs tend to be resis- field and can help the
called, came into being the county in most
The baby was left unattended in the kitchen for
inanonymity to call to the five weeks, after which tant, though when in- animal owner develop a
for .the purpdse of con- Stances will weed_
20 minutes Friday while his parents were in
out
attention of all people They go into remission, fected they abort their program to eradicate
sidering who was to be allegations which
another room . of • their JeffersOnvilleare 'serious
community pro- then often re-occur in an young, and in horses the this disease from 'their
charged with a crime. It before them and
Herald said
arise
blems. In essence, the "undulating" pattern, disease seems to cause herds.
was composed of the simply out of
•Kiinherly and Eugene Markland returned to
a personal
He can also advise
biblically significant vendetta between warr- grand jury system is a hence the common a bursitis as well as
the kitchen to find Gary Eugene Markland
cornerstone of our name "Undulant abortion.
number of twelve people ing neighbo
you how to participate
submerged in a five-gallon bucket of water from
rs. And
democracy. It stands fever."
Prevention
and later became known grand juries
in the Kentucky Departtheir well. Herald said.
are the proThe
for
Becaus
attack
all
those
e of Its ment of Agriculture's
may
as
things
be
the
grand
jury.
Hospital personnel at Mary Childs Hospital in
secutor's best friend.
which are good about acute and occur only economic threat and the vaccination program.
Oddly enough, the Not only do they
Mount Sterling tried unsuccessfully for an hour
norour way of life. once, it also may recur
United States Supreme mally follow that
Ii revive the boy
state's
Democratic selection of after months or even
Court has not mandated attorney's
Herald said the death was accidental and not
recommenIts
members, varied years have passed.
the
grand
jury
system dation, they also serve
under police investigation
on the states although it to offer advice and sug- representation from all Seldom fatal, it can still
— — — —
walks of life regardless be quite debilitating.
is required for the gestions concern
ing
PINE'VILLE. Ky. Al''— Services were to be
of wealth, race or
It is usually passed to
criminal prosecution of particularly thorny
protoday for Ili' Foster Hoyt Spence. a former state
religious preference, humans through nonFederal felonies, and blems, the decision
for
senator and eastern Kentucky dentist.
and a forging together pasteurized milk or
adding further to the which one
man or
Spence. 63. died .Saturday at St.
of well intended people dairy products made
Joseph
irony is that England, a woman should not
be reIospitaT in -Lexington.
for the purpose of con- from non-pasteurized
country frOm which we quired to make.
Many
Spence, served in the Senate from 1963 to 1967.
fronting the problems of milk, seldom from perobtained the grand jury cases which the
pro- their own
He graduated from University of Kentucky
community. son to person. It can also
idea, no longer uses it.
secutor would never be
and the I'mversity of Louisville College of
No wonder it has lasted be acquired by direct
DenIn Kentucky, as in able to win at trial
are
tistry
He had practiced dentistry in
contact with infected
most states however, washed out at the grand a long time.
heel w right and Pikeville for the last 34
years.
before a person can be jury by these conscien— — — —
tried for a felony — a tious citizens returning
crime punishable by a no true bill —
\A NCHESTEI;. Ky AP — Campers who en;
,..
that is,
Joy the colorful leaves and autumn weather will
penitentiary time — no charge.
Durable medical equipment
there must be a presenbe able to Use two of the Daniel Boone National
And lastly, those
for the home
Forest's large campgrounds beyond the regular
tation of the case to a citizens called up to
grand
'jury
closing date. the I S. Forest Service has
and an in- serve as grand jurors
• Hospital beds (manual & electric)
dictment. This now can normally walk
announced_
away
Manual & power wheelchairs
•
More than $1.7 million ment of Education's
be waived by a defen- fm .this chore
The owners of Holly Bay marina on Laurel
with a
Patient
•
lifts
in state and federal dropout-prevention unit,
dant if that person better appreciation
River Lake in the London Ranger District have
and
Alternatin
•
will
supervi
spent
money
g pressure pads with
will
be
se
by
the
chooses, and he can then understanding
offered to operate the Holly Bay campground
of the Kentuck
y's school distribution of $637,000
pumps
be prosecuted by what is criminal justice
from Sept 9 to Oct 13.
system.
districts over the next in federal grants to 46
called an information — That helps
.Holly Bay is on the north side of Laurel River
• Bathroom aids and safety
everyone.
Lake near the dam It can be reached from Kensimply a charge made They normally become two years to help reduce Kentucky school
equipment
by a prosecutor. mush more the state's dropout rate, districts this school
tw
192 and Forest Service Road 611.
• Honeywell and Cloud 9 air
considered among the year. The 1984 General
Sometimes this is done knowledgeable
At Twin Knobs campground. viSitors may
of the
purification systems
Assembly allocated an
worst in the nation.
In order to expedite the workings of
camp full time in September and on weekends
their public
•
Enteral feeding pumps
IVAC
additional $550,000 a
proceedings.
only in October. following the regular Oct. 7 closinstitutions by making
Jackson,
David
direccontrollers and infusion
•
IVAC
IV
year
for
the next two
Some critics of the investigations. In
ing date. Group-use areas of Twin Knobs will
Lyon tor of the state Departschool years.
pumps
grand jury system have County, for instance,
close Oct. 7 as usual.
36
accused it of being different people
Twin Knobs is on Cave Run Lake in the
• Hollister ostomy products
each
Morehead Ranger District. Visitors can enter
Simply a tool of the pro- year have the opportuni• Hollister wound care products
secutor, and underlining ty to tour and examine
from the Salt Lick interchange of Interstate 64 by
Home respiratory care
its menace by stating and evaluate a
traveling nine miles east on U.S 60 to Farmers
maxthat it becomes a seem- imum security
and turning south on Kentucky 01 for four miles
equipm
ent and supplies
prison
ingly sanctioned tool for and a minimum
to the campground entrance:
securi1985
Regency
Brougha
m
Sedan,
one
owner,
expolitical witchhunts. ty prison — a
• Oxygen tanks
person
tra nice. 31.000 miles.
This abuse of it is indeed which very few
• Oxygen concentrators
citizens
COVINGTON. Ky Al' — An official from the
a very rare and unusual are afforded. This
1984 Chevrolet S-10, only 8,000 miles. V-6,
• IPPI3 machines
lends
state Administrative Offit e of the Courts has
occurrence.
5-speed, excellent mileage.
great prospective to
•
• Aerosol & nebulizer therapy
toured the former Wiedemann brewery buildings
The grand jury may anyone and
broadens
1983
Jeep
C.1-7
in search of more courtroom space for Campbell
with
hard top,4 wheel drive, one
very well be the most their outlook
Upon delivery of the prescribed
toward
owner.
County
important part of our crime, punishme
equipment, the patient is instructed in
nt, and
Rusty Bell,AO(' property officer, said the
criminaj justice system. justice. In short,
1982 Jeep CJ-5, 4 wheel drive.
its 'proper use Then on a monthly basis
very
state would prefer that the northern Kentucky
First of all, grand few who have served
1981 Buick Electric, 2 dr., nice, new •car
qualified therapist's check the
our
county have four larger courtrooms and a
juries are made up would disagree
that
trade-in.
smaller one in one building But Campbell Counequipmen
t and the patient
more of a cross section grand jury
service is
ty now has three adequate courtrooms and two
19110 Ford LTD Sedan, new car trade in.
of the people than trial good for people.
We service and maintain our equipsmall ones, he said
petit juries. Grand
And one of the adment, and if a problem should arise. our
1980 Ford Crown Victoria, 2.dr.
The state now rents space in the county courjurors are called out of a mirable traits
of At good
24-hour emergency phone means serthouse and a building at 30 W. Fourth St. for
pool of names drawn grand jury is
1979 Chevrolet Station Wagtto,.local.
its
ability
Courtrooms
vice is only a few Minutes away
from tax and voting and willingne
ss to say
1979 AMC Concord, 2 dr.
"State law says we should first try to rent
lists. The first twelve things in its
written
space from the city or thie county." Bell said.
1979 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr., new car trade-in
called in Kentucky in reports which
individual
"The county asked us to take a look at this
term of court are the prosecutors,
Home medical electronics
1979 Chrysler Newport Sedan, 54.000 miles,
judges, or
building We will consider it if it proves feasible
persons who will serve. other public servants
local.
and is a better utilization of sp4cv.• TENS units and supplies..
There is no searching would be reluctant
to
1979 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, only 52,000 miles,
• Electric home bloodpressore
;IsViCia
ViaaVisla Ia'is'ICVVVIWisVVViaris
a one ownec
‘
monitoring
NVis
1979 Ford T-Bird.
• Ames glucometers - a home blood
glucose monitoring system
1978 Chevrolet Caprice, 2 dr., new car trade-in
• Infant monitors with a proven
1978 Buick Park Avenue Sedan.
history of reliability, accuracy and
1978 Ford T-Bird.
ease of operation These units
feature both visual and audible
1977 Olds Sedan, nice
alarms while monitoring the infant's
1975 Olds Cutlass Sedan, a one owner, extra
heart rate and iesotration
nice.
PS. Be sure'to.let the cashier
know you're 'Young ot heart197:1 Olds Cutlass Sedan, a or. ()NA Ilt•f*
(55 ypzirl.,or.obtive).
.
107/2 Chevrolet Chevill(• Sedan.
C,
re

Services for
Armstrong
held Sunda)

commonwealth comments

Kentucky News In Brief

HAJAND
MEDICAL
caring
is our business

Two year plan devised
to reduce dropout rate

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED
USED CARS

sr

sr

sr

Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler —

Dockside Platter
. '2"
sr
sr 8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin .......63"
Salad Bar
'2"
sr
Sat. 753-4141
Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4 p.m. Mon.-.
sr
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